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Lyric
At Lyric, you’ll be amazed, replenished, and inspired with must-see, must-hear live experiences. Through the timeless power of voice, acting that brings characters to life in triumph and tragedy, the splendor of a great orchestra and chorus—coupled with theater, dance, design, and truly magical stagecraft—Lyric is devoted to immersing audiences in worlds both familiar and unexpected, creating shared experiences that resonate long after the curtain comes down.
Welcome to your Lyric
Dear Lyric Community,

It is hard to believe that Lyric Opera of Chicago has not presented *The Daughter of the Regiment* in nearly 50 years. We’re long overdue for this highly popular, delightful work by Gaetano Donizetti to return to Lyric’s repertoire. We are thrilled to be bringing Laurent Pelly’s internationally acclaimed production to Chicago for the first time.

Our line-up is a mix of old friends and new. Leading the way is the remarkable Lisette Oropesa, making her long-awaited Lyric debut in the glittering title role. At her side, playing Tonio, is one of Lyric’s favorite stars, the dazzling Lawrence Brownlee, returning to our house in one of the virtuosic showpieces he owns like no one else. Alessandro Corbelli, the great comic baritone, has been charming audiences both at Lyric and across the world with his dazzling patter and superb *bel canto* singing throughout his long and celebrated career. Sulpice marks his 10th role at Lyric—and he’ll return later this season for *Cinderella*. It is a delight to once again experience his mixture of vocal virtuosity and comedic timing, the key components that make these comedies shine.

Making her Lyric podium debut is Speranza Scappucci, who is enjoying a major international career, with a wide repertoire including a specialization in *bel canto*. In the 2025/26 Season, she will become principal guest conductor of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden.

And, of course, we welcome you, whether old friend or new, to this second production in our season of tremendous variety. After a high-seas Wagnerian drama to open the season, we follow with this laugh-out-loud, high-Cs comedy. Many thanks, as always, for all that you do to help bring our wide-ranging art form to life.

Enjoy the rollicking fun and vocal fireworks!

*Sylvia Neil*

Chair

*Anthony Freud OBE*
President, General Director & CEO
The Women’s Board Endowed Chair
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Lyric
With its innovative SoundShirt program, Lyric leads the way into a new realm of accessibility.

By David Zivan

“I’m always interested in what technology can do for people,” says Brad Dunn, Lyric’s Senior Director of Digital Initiatives and Interim Head of Marketing and Communications. “My framework is, it either needs to solve a problem or to provide some delight and enjoyment and learning.” It’s no surprise that Dunn has led the way on the company’s newest accessibility initiative, the SoundShirt—a pilot program that checks both those aspirational boxes. An immersive new technology, the SoundShirt is a garment, worn like a jacket, that brings the power of touch to live opera. Audience members, particularly those people who are deaf or hard of hearing, will experience the music being played as real-time vibrations. It is the only such program of its kind in the field of opera.

“I am proud that Lyric Opera of Chicago will be the first opera company in the world to bring this new technology to its live audiences,” says Anthony Freud, Lyric’s General Director, President & CEO. “The SoundShirt reinforces Lyric’s commitment to accessibility and to broadening the impact of our live performances on all audience members.”

Designed and built by London-based CuteCircuit, the SoundShirt program is launching in partnership with the City of Chicago’s Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities, led by Rachel Arfa, commissioner of Chicago’s Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities, who was among the garment’s first testing cohort.
Disabilities (MOPD), with support from the Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan Innovation Initiative and in part by a grant from the League of Chicago Theatres and ComEd.

Following extensive testing and refinements in the 2022/23 Season, the program had its maiden voyage during a performance of Wagner’s The Flying Dutchman, the opening production for 2023/24. The initial reception has been extraordinarily positive. “It was such a wonderful experience,” said one audience member. “My first time using a jacket that had vibration. I’m excited to see where this product goes.”

**SoundShirt wearers experience** the feeling of music rendered on their upper body through a process known as haptic actuation—technology familiar to many, due to the vibrations most cell phones can produce. While the orchestra and artists perform in the pit and on stage, microphones capture their sound and transform it into a digital feed for the SoundShirt wearers. (In the theater itself, there is generally no amplification of any kind.) Computer software transforms this closed-circuit audio feed into touch data that is then broadcast wirelessly to the SoundShirts in real time with the performance. Different
instruments and voices map to different locations across the body and sleeves of the garment, creating a deepened multisensory experience for operagoers.

Rachel Arfa, the commissioner of MOPD (and the first deaf person to hold the role), helped give the technology a tryout last season. She noted recently that she had arrived to the opera house with a great deal of skepticism—she has seen many different kinds of technological attempts to mirror the sensation of music—but was pleasantly surprised at the results.

“The SoundShirt gave me access to the sound of the performance in a way I have never experienced before, and it honestly made my experience at Lyric even more richly satisfying,” she says. “Chicago has long been known for its embrace of innovation and for its spirit of inclusiveness, so it is fitting that this technology is being piloted by one of our city’s—and the world’s—most important cultural institutions.”

The journey to bring that experience to life in the audience was multifaceted, to say the least, involving not just technical challenges, but complex artistic and experiential considerations.

“The software has eight audio channels, so we have seven microphones in the orchestra, and then we take a single feed of the stage mics,” Dunn notes. While that main audio feed from the stage is always in place (to keep offstage performers and backstage personnel apprised of the live action), setting up the equipment for the rest of the SoundShirt signal presented a puzzle. Head Audio Technician Nick Charlan and Audio Technician Matt Swiatkowski from Lyric’s Technical department were instrumental in finding wireless frequencies that would help the SoundShirt system avoid the numerous other signals swirling in the theater, and rigging the new microphones so as not to interfere with regular performance activities.

Dunn then began the painstaking process of determining where on the shirts the various sounds of live opera would be manifested as vibration. That task was further complicated by the fact that the full complement of singers and orchestra only play all together on Lyric’s main stage during final rehearsals for each production.

As it happens, Dunn polished the settings in as diverse a crucible as you could imagine; the garments were first ready for full live-testing last season during the rehearsal process for Bizet’s Carmen, followed by Lyric’s world-premiere work Proximity, and then the classic American musical West Side Story—works quite different from one another.

“There were essentially two buckets of things to consider,” Dunn recalls. “There’s the technology. One of the first hurdles we had to overcome was the fact there’s just a lot of wireless signal flying around a theater—public wifi, wireless headsets for backstage personnel, and so on. We had to be sure that the connection to the SoundShirts would be seamless—just a few, undetectable milliseconds of lag time.”
Then there is the equally invisible, though more abstract question: What is music supposed to feel like?

“Refining the quality of the experience is critical,” Dunn says. “I actually began my career as a sound engineer, so I can’t think of any word other than ‘mix.’ But instead of mixing the sound output, I’m mixing the amount of intensity to different haptic motors in the shirt. It’s a bunch of pretty boring stuff to many, but we worked extensively with CuteCircuit to add features to their software to help us manage the wide dynamic range of classical music, and to update the frequencies on which the hardware transmits. By the end of Carmen, I actually was very optimistic about the experience of the shirts.”

Further testing, especially with people who are deaf or hard of hearing, continued to refine the settings—and the process will be ongoing. The brass sound in Donizetti’s The Daughter of the Regiment is, after all, different from the brass in Wagner’s The Flying Dutchman.

“What we’re seeking is an enhancement; we’re not recreating what it’s like to hear music, because you can’t do that for someone who doesn’t have their hearing,” Dunn says. “But you can create an experience that is unique, that is a thing in and of itself, that layers on top of the audience’s experience of seeing a show. It adds some richness.”

Increasing access to opera is an ongoing priority across all departments at Lyric. Tickets for SoundShirt seats are currently available for $20, though nearly all other accessibility services are complimentary. The company offers seating for those in wheelchairs, FM and Telecoil loop assisted listening devices, touch tours, audio-described performances, braille and large-print programs, high-powered opera glasses, accessible restrooms, automatic exterior doors, and other benefits. Even the recent large-scale reseating and house renovation was undertaken with an eye toward accessibility.

Like the SoundShirt, many of those improvements started at a modest scale. At present, a small collection of shirts is available, in medium and large, with more sizes on the way. They will be deployed at selected performances of each opera this season, on dates also featuring projected English titles or sign language interpretation.

“I don’t think I made the opera house a destination necessarily in the way that I would now,” Arfa noted. “Because the SoundShirt provides a new experience and makes people curious.”

For more information on the SoundShirt program, and to purchase tickets for SoundShirt performances, visit lyricopera.org/SoundShirt.
Donizetti’s *The Daughter of the Regiment* is *bel canto* opera’s equivalent of vintage champagne. Marie, the lovable, irrepressible, spirited heroine—a foundling, raised by soldiers—loves handsome Tonio. Things get complicated when the Marquise carts her off to refine her with a “proper” education. In one exhilarating number after another, Marie throws off coloratura flourishes like shooting stars, while her tenor sweetheart pops out nine high-Cs in a single aria! *Bel canto* superstar Lawrence Brownlee and comedic veteran Alessandro Corbelli partner with the dazzling Lisette Oropesa in her eagerly awaited Lyric debut. The marvelously stylish Speranza Scappucci conducts Laurent Pelly’s quick-witted, uproarious production.
The Daughter of the Regiment
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The Daughter of the Regiment
(La fille du régiment)

New-to-Chicago production

Music by Gaetano Donizetti | Opera in two acts in French
Libretto by Jules-Henri Vernoy de Saint-Georges and Jean-François Bayard
New Dialogues by Agathe Mélinand

November 4, 10, 14, 16m, 19m, 22m, & 25, 2023

CHARACTERS IN ORDER OF VOCAL APPEARANCE

Hortensius
Marquise
Sulpice
Marie
Tonio
Corporal
Duchess of Crakentorp
Notary

Alan Higgs**
Ronnita Miller
Alessandro Corbelli
Lisette Oropesa+
Lawrence Brownlee
Ron Dukes*
Joy Hermaelyn
Laureano Guant*

Conductor
Original Director
Revival Director
Set Designer
Costume Designer
Lighting Designer
Chorus Director
Original Choreographer
Revival Choreographer
Ballet Mistress
Wigmaster and Makeup Designer
Dramaturg
Assistant Director
Stage Manager
Stage Band Conductor
Musical Preparation

Speranza Scappucci+
Laurent Pelly
Christian Räth+
Chantal Thomas+
Laurent Pelly
Joël Adam+
Michael Black
Laura Scozzi
Karine Girard
August Tye
Sarah Hatten

Original Director
Revival Director
Original Choreographer
Revival Choreographer
Ballet Mistress
Wigmaster
Makeup Designer

Agathe Mélinand
Jordan Lee Braun
Alaina Bartkowiak
Stefano Sarzani
Noah Lindquist
Jeraid Mosby
Stefano Sarzani
Greg Smith
Samantha Kaufman

Dancers:
Ervin Dix III†, Tanner Gloystein†, Vernon Gooden, Marcus Hardy, Christopher Kelley, Drew Lewis, Isaac Alan Lindy†, Mickey Nixon, Nick Schrier†, Mathew Skorupski†, Malachi Squires

Ballet Accompanist
Fight & Intimacy Director

Projected English Titles for The Daughter of the Regiment by Christopher Bergen are provided by the San Francisco Opera Association

First performed by Paris Opéra-Comique at the Salle de la Bourse on February 11, 1840.
First performed by Lyric Opera of Chicago on October 20, 1973.

† Lyric debut
* Current Member, The Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan Opera Center
** Alumnus, The Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan Opera Center
ACT I
Marie was found as a baby on a battlefield, and raised as the “daughter” of the 21st Regiment. Her foster-father Sulpice has decreed she must marry a soldier from the Regiment, but Marie has other ideas: She has fallen in love with the Tyrolean peasant Tonio.

Caught up in the conflict between the French and Austrians, the Marquise de Berkenfield and her steward Hortensius stumble across the regiment. Sulpice recognizes the Marquise’s name from papers found near the infant Marie on the battlefield. The Marquise claims to be Marie’s aunt and resolves to take Marie away with her to give her a proper education. Marie has to leave behind her Regiment—and Tonio, who has enlisted in order to marry her.

ACT II
The Marquise plans to marry Marie to Duke Scipio of Krakentorp. Marie is not happy about this, or about her aunt’s attempts to train her to be a lady. She longs for the Regiment. To her delight, they rush in to see her. Tonio pleads with the Marquise to be allowed to marry Marie. When she refuses, he reveals that he knows that Marie is the Marquise’s illegitimate daughter. The Marquise and the formidable Duchesse de Krakentorp try to force Marie to sign her marriage contract. When Marie learns that the Marquise is her mother, she prepares to do so but is stopped by the Regiment, who come crashing in, led by Tonio. The Marquise decides she cannot make her daughter unhappy and gives Marie permission to marry Tonio after all. Everyone celebrates.
A poster by Emile Finot, for a 1910 production in Paris.
Donizetti’s Conquest

The critics panned the composer’s glittering comedy—but he won the hearts of Paris.

By Colin Jones

‘Monsieur Donizetti seems to treat us like a conquered country; it is a veritable invasion. One can no longer speak of the opera houses of Paris, but only of the opera houses of Monsieur Donizetti.’

Hector Berlioz’s newspaper review of the first performance of Donizetti’s The Daughter of the Regiment (La fille du régiment) at Paris’s Opéra-Comique on February 11, 1840 set the work in the context of the many other productions of the Italian’s operas then dominating the city’s houses. The carping and unpleasantly nationalistic note struck by the great French composer was echoed by other critics: The opera was facile and unconvincing, plagiarized, too noisy, too disjointed, too Italian (and for others, not Italian enough), merely a big “bag of candies,” and so on.

Happily, The Daughter of the Regiment survived this early barrage of criticism—in style. The French public disregarded Berlioz and his acolytes, warmly welcomed the Donizetti “invasion,” and was pleased to count itself among the Italian’s “conquests.” The sparkling opera was to become one of his most popular works in France over the course of the nineteenth century. From 1848, it entered the Opéra-Comique’s repertoire, and it stayed there until 1916. In 1914, on the eve of the World War I, it celebrated its 1,000th performance.

Part at least of The Daughter of the Regiment’s popularity across France, moreover, lay in its brazen display of patriotic national fervor. This was particularly evident in the stirringly militaristic “Salut à la France” (“Long live France”) sung by the eponymous heroine Marie, an orphan born to the sound of cannon-fire and adopted by France’s 21st “La France” Regiment. In the 1840s, the French government still associated Rouget de Lisle’s 1792 Marseillaise with rebels and critics. Before the Marseillaise was adopted as the official national anthem in 1879, festive national celebrations on July 14 often involved the performance of Marie’s “Salut à la France.” The custom declined (along with Donizetti’s reputation) in the early twentieth century, but in a notable exception, the Franco-American soprano Lily Pons sang the aria at the Metropolitan Opera in New York in 1941, draped in a tricolor flag bearing the Cross of Lorraine emblem that Charles de Gaulle’s Free French had adopted for national Resistance against the Nazis. It was the diva’s Casablanca moment.

Donizetti can hardly have imagined such a trajectory for what he called “his little opera,” but he certainly intended The Daughter of the Regiment to flatter French sensibilities and national pride. The Paris production of Lucia di Lammermoor in 1835 had brought him new commissions and the popularity in Paris that Berlioz so resented. But The Daughter of the Regiment was the first of his many operas to be world-premiered in the city, and the composer was aware that its success would consecrate his talent, crown his whole career, and open the road to fatter fees and more commissions. After all, Paris was the world capital of opera: The city boasted an enviable ensemble of opera houses and troupes, a very large, knowledgeable, and
cultivated audience for opera, and a music press that offered dozens of informed reviews of new work. If composers or performers could make it there, it was generally held, they could make it anywhere. Donizetti had been angling for a Parisian commission from the mid-1830s. Though he remained a restless composer who, in the words of an admirer, “writes like a steam-engine and lives half his life in a coach,” the city remained his main operating base until his death in 1848.

Donizetti’s careerist calculation came off. His 1840 apotheosis elevated him to the status of Parisian celebrity; he was recognized in the street and received endless invitations from fashionable society. Among other successes, Lucrezia Borgia and his final triumph, Don Pasquale, followed. In time, he came to tire of “the courtesies, the dinners, the portraits, the plaster busts” of polite society, but the world he inhabited was altogether more salubrious than the drafty garrets of Puccini’s La Bohème. Moreover, after the peeved censorship that his work had incurred in conservative Naples, he also found the air of intellectual freedom for which Paris was famed refreshing and invigorating.

Donizetti soon recovered from any hurt he felt from the initial criticisms of The Daughter of the Regiment. He took heart from the fact that virtually all his reviewers, critical or otherwise, acknowledged that the opera lay outside the Italian protocols that had dominated Donizetti’s music thus far and was clearly recognizable as a genuine comic opera in the French style. That had been his aim—to make of the work, as one of his kinder reviewers noted, a successful application for French naturalization.

**Donizetti chose as principals** two young French singers at early stages in what would prove illustrious careers. Juliette Bourgeois (who had changed her name to Borghese while touring in Italy) played Marie, while the tenor Marié played Tonio, her Italian suitor. The choice proved only half-successful. Reviews were loud in praise of Borghese’s looks, voice, and acting, but united in panning Marié, who was said to have sung off-key all night. (It is interesting, if excruciating, to imagine quite how he mangled the eight high Cs in the “Ah! mes amis, quel jour de fête” aria for which the part has become famous.)

Donizetti’s strategizing over other aspects of the production was more effective. He employed two very experienced and highly rated librettists based in Paris, with an ear for changing public moods. They delivered him a risk-averse piece: a classic Romantic love affair, complete with Italianate color and the mandatory happy ending. Admittedly, The Daughter of the Regiment’s plot was lightweight and predictable. At the first night, the coup de théâtre by which Marie was revealed to be the daughter of the aristocratic villain of the piece was greeted by a heckler proclaiming, “That was obvious!”

But as Donizetti’s librettists knew, comic opera never lets predictability get in the way.

Donizetti also played to his audience’s prejudices by orienting the opera’s plot around past French military glories associated with the expansion of France in northern Italy under Napoleon’s First Empire (1804–15). This was all the more pertinent in that patriotism was very much in the air at that moment. An international crisis over Egypt in 1839–40 triggered a war scare that led the government to call up troops and fortify defenses around Paris. The Orleanist king Louis Philippe, set on the throne by the 1830 Revolution after the overthrow of the reactionary Bourbon dynasty, positioned himself as a liberal patriot, resisting conservative forces at home and abroad.

The year 1840 also witnessed a flaring up of pro-Napoleonic sentiment. Louis Philippe regarded Napoleon not as the creator of a rival dynasty but rather as a great French patriot and conqueror. The king sought to capitalize on the Napoleonic Legend that had grown up around the ex-Emperor since 1815. Lily Pons triumphed as Marie in the Met’s 1940/41 Season.
in ways that would buttress his own regime. To this end, he took the initiative of getting Britain to agree to the return of Napoleon's ashes from Saint-Helena where the British had confined him in his last years. In a hugely spectacular ceremony in December 1840, the ex-Emperor's remains were interred in the Invalides.

The setting of the hyper-nationalistic *The Daughter of the Regiment* in Napoleonic Italy had personal resonance for Donizetti: It was where the composer was born and bred. He was born in the city of Bergamo in 1797, a matter of months after it was incorporated into the pro-French Cisalpine Republic, one of the so-called “Sister Republics” that Napoleon had set up all over the Italian peninsula after his brilliant Italian campaigns of 1796–97. The region would later be incorporated into the kingdom of Italy, a key part of the transnational Napoleonic empire. In 1815, Donizetti’s elder brother volunteered (like Tyrolean Tonio in the opera) for service in Napoleon’s Grand Army.

Given these connections, Donizetti must have followed the return of Napoleon’s ashes with great interest. Reports of the day’s ceremonies highlighted the presence, wearing their old, threadbare uniforms, of many so-called *grognards* (“old grunters”), that is, veterans from Napoleonic armies. Since the 1820s, the *grognard* had become a stock type in the literature, popular songs, engravings, and caricatures that had burnished the Napoleonic Legend among the French people. Though still a serving officer, Donizetti’s Sulpice is very much in the literary *grognard* mode. Heroine Marie, for her part, was modelled on the related stereotype of the *vivandière*. Such women, selling troops tobacco, alcohol, and other petty commodities to supplement army rations, and adopting laundry and nursing duties, had a history going back well into the 17th century. But they were particularly numerous in the Napoleonic wars and reputed for acts of patriotic valor and devotion. *Ex-vivandières* rubbed shoulders with Napoleon’s *grognards* in the watching crowds.

Threatening to thwart Tonio and Marie’s happy ending are forces both international and domestic. On the one hand, the French army removes the heel of reactionary Austrian and Bavarians rulers—represented in the opera by the Germanic-sounding Marquise de Berkenfield—over the Italian peasantry. The latter warm to French conquerors who have brought them “land, culture, and equality,” and they look to benefit from the confiscation of aristocratic lands, including the Marquise’s manor-house. They feel comfortable with the fraternal, egalitarian backslapping of the French soldiery, which shocks the Marquise, who confesses to regarding as “nonsensical, absurd, and preposterous” the democratic ideal of the common people governing the state.

The conflict of values between the Tyrolean ruling classes and the French patriots is most clearly evidenced in the singing lesson that the Marquise administers to a very resistant Marie. The song at issue is not a Germanic *Lied*, moreover, but a French poem and melody. Yet it is of an out-of-date, whimsically artificial sort that Donizetti’s bourgeois opera audiences would have associated with the old French aristocracy. Music comes to mirror the Marquise’s progressively comical failure to produce a veneer of gentility in an increasingly rebellious Marie. The winsome simpering ditty is drowned out by the marches and fanfares of trumpets, trombones, and drum-rolls of the French nation in arms. The music thus underlines the moral: Following one’s heart is always to be preferred to social promotion into the hide-bound aristocracy, and a noble heart will always trump a noble escutcheon. So Marie gives up high heels for army boots, abandoning her German, aristocratic, and anti-democratic mother so as to remain under the protection of her adoptive father, the 21st “La France” Regiment—and thus, more broadly, of her fatherland.

With *The Daughter of the Regiment*, Donizetti gave the French public what he thought it would like to hear, as a shrewd but effective means of ensuring his own Parisian consecration. It showed a receptive audience that French patriotism could be seen and felt and sung—and all the better in the context of a successful love story. In that respect, Donizetti took a leaf out of the book of an earlier itinerant composer keen to make his mark in the Parisian opera world, namely, Mozart. In *The Marriage of Figaro* as in *The Daughter of the Regiment*, “tout finit par des chansons”—a fact that all lovers of happy endings and great operas will strongly approve.

Colin Jones is Emeritus Professor of History at Queen Mary University of London and Visiting Professor at the University of Chicago. His many books include Paris: Biography of a City (2006).
Artists profiles

**LISETTE OROPESA MARIE**  
*Lyric debut*

The soprano is known for leading roles at major opera houses worldwide. Her major successes include Violetta in *La traviata*, Gilda in *Rigoletto*, and the title role in Massenet’s *Manon* at the Royal Opera House; the title role in *Lucia di Lammermoor*; Giulietta in *I Capuleti e i Montecchi*, and Amalia in *I Masnadieri* at Teatro alla Scala; Konstanze in *Die Entführung aus dem Serail*, Lucia di Lammermoor; and *La traviata* at the Vienna Staatsoper; Konstanze, Amalia, and Violetta at the Bayerische Staatsoper; Rosina in *The Barber of Seville*, Marguerite de Valois in *Les Huguenots*, Adina in *L’elisir d’amore*, and Ophélie in *Hamlet* at the Opera national de Paris; Lucia di Lammermoor, *La traviata*, Alcina and Gilda at the Royal Opera House Covent Garden; Lucia, *La traviata*, and Fiorilla in *Il turco in Italia* at the Teatro Real Madrid; Rodelinda and *La traviata* at the Gran Theatre del Liceu; and Lucia at the Salzburger Festspiele and the Opernhaus Zürich. In the U.S., she has performed at LA Opera, San Francisco Opera, Washington National Opera, Santa Fe Opera, Pittsburgh Opera, and Opera Philadelphia, among other theaters. In 2019, she won the Beverly Sills and Richard Tucker award from the National Music Critics Association of Italy. Her latest album, *French Bel Canto Arias*, has received multiple awards and continues to top the operatic classical charts.

**RONNITA MILLER MARQUISE**  
*Previously at Lyric: Erda/Siegfried (2018/19).*

This season, the Grammy-nominated mezzo-soprano will sing Ella in *X: The Life and Times of Malcolm X* with Seattle Opera. On the concert stage, she joins the Rotterdam Philharmonic on tour for *Die Walküre*, singing Grimgerde under the baton of Yannick Nézet-Séguin. Additionally, she joins the New World Symphony for Beethoven’s 9th Symphony and the Tucson Symphony for Verdi’s *Requiem*. In the summer of 2022, Miller joined the Los Angeles Philharmonic as Schwertleite in *Die Walküre* at the Hollywood Bowl. She then returned to San Francisco Opera as Filipyevna in *Eugene Onegin* before reprising the role of Ella with Opera Omaha. She also returned to Atlanta Opera as Erda in *Das Rheingold*. In concert, she appeared twice during the season at Carnegie Hall, with the American Symphony Orchestra as Gaea in Strauss’s *Daphne* and with Oberlin College as the mezzo soloist for Dett’s *The Ordering of Moses*. Miller was a member of the ensemble at Deutsche Oper Berlin for seven seasons.

**LAWRENCE BROWNLEE TONIO**  
*Previously at Lyric: Five roles since 2015/16, most recently Ory/Le Comte Ory (2022/23) and Count Almaviva/The Barber of Seville (2019/20).*

Last season, the celebrated American tenor performed a program with fellow Rossini expert Michael Spyres titled *Amici e Rivali* at the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées and premiered a program titled *Rising* with pianist Kevin J. Miller, performing songs with texts drawn from writers of the Harlem Renaissance. He recently made his role debut as Rodrigo in Rossini’s *Otello* as part of Opera Philadelphia’s Festival O22. Other highlights include Elvino in Bellini’s *La sonnambula* at Teatro Real in Madrid, Count Almaviva in *Il barbiere di Siviglia* at the Royal Opera House Covent Garden, and Tamino in a new production of *Die Zauberflöte* at the Metropolitan Opera. He has recently dazzled audiences in Amsterdam as Don Ramiro/ *La Cenerentola* and in Houston as Fernand/ *La favorite*. Upcoming engagements include Count Almaviva (San Francisco, New York), Arturo/ *I puritani* (Zurich), and Edgardo/ *Lucia di Lammermoor* (Tokyo). Brownlee has starred in bel canto repertoire at the Metropolitan Opera (*I puritani*, *La Cenerentola*, *The Barber of Seville, Rinaldo*, *La donna del lago*), in Zurich (*Le Comte Ory*), Paris (*Don Pasquale*), and Munich (*Semiramide*), among others. He was featured as Don Ramiro/ *La Cenerentola* at Lyric in 2015/16.

**ALESSANDRO CORBELLI SULPICE**  
*Previously at Lyric: Nine roles since 1986/87, most recently Dr. Bartolo/The Barber of Seville (2019/20) and Don Alfonso/Cosi fan tutte (2017/18).*

Recent highlights for the Turin-born baritone include Michonnet/ *Adriana Lecouvreur* at La Scala, Don Magnifico/ *La Cenerentola* in Zurich and Vienna, and Dr. Bartolo/ *The Barber of Seville* at Arena di Verona, Monte Carlo, Glyndebourne, and San Francisco Opera. He sang the role at Lyric in 2013/14. Other recent successes include Don Pasquale (Vienna, Glyndebourne, DVD), Taride/L’italiana in Algeri (Salzburg), Dulcamara/L’elisir d’amore (Lyric, Metropolitan Opera, Madrid, Leipzig, Barcelona, San Francisco, and Houston, among other houses), and Sulpice/ *La fille du régiment* (Covent Garden, Paris, Metropolitan Opera). Corbelli is also renowned as Michonnet/ *Adriana Lecouvreur* (Berlin, London, Paris), Don Alfonso/Cosi fan tutte (Vienna), Falstaff (Toulouse, Glyndebourne), and Gianni Schicchi (Metropolitan Opera, Glyndebourne, Turin). In 2017 he sang his first...
Melitone/La forza del destino and recently reprised the role in the acclaimed new production at London’s Royal Opera House. He holds the Premio Abbati, the Italian music critics’ prize, for his Leporello at La Scala and the similarly prestigious Rossini d’Oro for his Don Geronio at Pesaro’s Rossini Opera Festival.

**ALAN HIGGS HORTENSIIUS**

*Previously at Lyric*: Five roles since 2017/18, most recently Sacristan/Tosca (2021/22) and The King/Cendrillon (2018/19).

The bass-baritone, a Florida native and Ryan Opera Center alumnus, was formerly a studio artist at The Atlanta Opera. His roles there included the Imperial Commissioner/Madama Butterfly, Benoît and Alcindoro/Lo bohème, the British Major/ Kevin Puts’s Silent Night, and the Mandarin/Turandot. His 2023 season included the role of the Duke in Gounod’s Romeo et Juliette with Opera San Antonio and he was the guest artist with Dayton Opera and the Atlanta Opera, in which he was both a winner of the Southeast Region and a national semifinalist in 2017. His 2021/22 season included Monterone in Rigoletto with Florentine Opera and Colline in Lo bohème with Vero Beach Opera and Opera Birmingham. He spent two summers as an Apprentice with the Santa Fe Opera where he performed the Mayor in Jenůfa and Jose Castro in Fanciulla del West. In the 2019/20 season he made his debut with San Jose Opera as Angelotti and Sciarrone in Tosca, sang Alidoro in Cenerentola with both Dayton Opera and the Atlanta Opera, and performed the Fifth Jew in Salome with The Atlanta Opera. Higgs has won numerous awards including an American Opera Society Scholarship and a Solti Foundation Scholarship.

**JOY HERMALYN DUCHESS OF CRAKENTORP**

*Previously at Lyric*: Fiddler on the Roof (2022/23).

Hermalyn’s recent regional credits include a return to the role of Florence Foster Jenkins in Souvenir. She appeared on Broadway as Grandma Getman in the Tony- and Grammy-nominated revival of Caroline, or Change. Other Broadway credits include Fiddler on the Roof (Fruma/Yente), Cyrano the Musical (Chaperone), Christmas Carol (Mrs. Fezziwig), Candide, and Baz Luhrmann’s La bohème. Regional appearances include Cabaret, Souvenir, Gypsy, Sweeney Todd, Oliver!, and Beauty and the Beast. Hermalyn sang Minnie in La fanciulla del West in repertory with Abigail Adams/1776 at Utah Festival Opera. Other opera credits include La fille du régiment, Le Comte Ory, Rigoletto, Il trittico, Madama Butterfly, La bohème (Leoncavallo), Faust, Der Rosenkavalier, Die Fledermaus, Trouble in Tahiti, and Hansel and Gretel, and she has toured widely in the major Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. She was a featured performer in Sound of Music Live! on NBC and in Sweeney Todd with the New York Philharmonic for Live from Lincoln Center on PBS, and has sung at Avery Fisher, Carnegie, and the Royal Albert Halls.

**RON DUKES CORPORAL**

*Previously at Lyric*: Chief’s Son #1 and Passenger B/Proximity and Sam/The Factotum (both 2022/23).

Last season, the second-year Ryan Opera Center member sang Jago in Lyric’s Ernani and was featured at Pittsburgh Opera in We Shall Not Be Moved. He completed his master’s degree in opera at the Jacobs School of Music of Indiana University. While there, he served as Associate Instructor of Voice and performed numerous featured roles with IU Opera Theatre, among them Bartolo/The Marriage of Figaro, Don Basilio/The Barber of Seville, and Simone/ Gianni Schicchi. He has extensive experience with local, start-up opera companies in Bloomington, Indiana, including Bloomington Chamber Opera, where he portrayed Sarastro/The Magic Flute, and A Little Knight Music Opera Company, where he was heard as Oroveso/Norma. Originally from Indianapolis, Dukes is a former Studio Artist at Wolf Trap Opera (Truffaldino/Ariadne auf Naxos) and the Glimmerglass Festival (Old Gypsy/Il trovatore, Second Priest and Second Armored Man/The Magic Flute). He recently concluded a residency with Pensacola Opera for the company’s 39th season, singing Basilio/The Barber of Seville and Sarastro. Ron Dukes is sponsored by Lead Sponsor Lois B. Siegel.

**LAUREANO QUANT NOTARY**

*Previously at Lyric*: Dancaïre/Carmen and Count of Lerma/Don Carlos (both 2022/23).

A second-year member of the Ryan Opera Center Ensemble and a native of Barranquilla, Colombia, the baritone holds a Master of Music degree from the Manhattan School of Music and a Master of Musical Arts degree from Yale University. Highlights of his repertoire include Belcore/The Elixir of Love, Guglielmo/Cosi fan tutte, Figaro/Saverio Mercadante’s I due Figaro, Maguire/Tobias Picker’s Emmeline, Zurga/The Pearl Fishers, Vittorio and The Boarder/Nino Rota’s I due timidi, Demetrius/A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and the Captain and Prince Ragotsky/Candide. In the Metropolitan Opera Laffont Competition, Quant was awarded Second Place in both the Western Region (2022) and the Southeastern Region (2020). He has also won the Luminarts Cultural Foundation Men’s Voice Fellowship (2023), the Online Audience Award in Houston Grand Opera’s Concert of Arias (2020), and First Prize in the Premio de Canto Ciudad de Bogotá (2018). Quant has participated in prestigious programs such as the Merola Opera Program and SongStudio, the latter led by Renée Fleming at Carnegie Hall, and has appeared in concert with the Civic Orchestra of Chicago. Laureano Quant is sponsored by Lead Sponsor Peter Scheuermann.
ERVIN DIX III  
DANCER  
Lyric debut

The Washington D.C. native received his BFA from University of the Arts’s School of Dance and Drama, as well as an MA from Drexel University. Performance credits include Opera Philadelphia’s Carmen, Broadway Bares: Pleasure Park, and Hershey Entertainment and Resorts. Dix was a featured dancer in the National Cherry Blossom Festival and performed on Holland America Line’s main stage shows. He was a guest artist with Dancefusion and a company member with DanceSpora Contemporary Ballet.

TANNER GLOYSTEIN  
DANCER  
Lyric debut

A multidisciplinary artist from Kalamazoo, Michigan, Gloystein studied film at Columbia College Chicago and has worked with Hubbard Street and PARA.MAR Dance Theatre as a videographer. Tanner began dancing at the age of 21, and has trained at the Lou Conte Dance studio in Chicago and Tye Chua Dance in Kalamazoo.

VERNON GOODEN  
DANCER

Previously at Lyric: Carmen (2022/23).

The Chicago-based choreographer, performer, and teacher is a graduate of the Booker T. Washington High School for the Performing and Visual Arts, and in 2001 was named a Presidential Scholar in the Arts. Gooden later trained at The Juilliard School under the direction of the late Benjamin Harkarvy and Larry Rhodes. He has performed with the Paul Taylor 2 Dance Company, Dallas Black Dance Theatre, Nai-Ni Chen Dance Company, Cleo Parker Robinson Dance Theatre, Joel Hall Dancers, Deeply Rooted Dance Theatre, Winfred Haun & Dancers, and Chicago Repertory Ballet.

MARCUS HARDY  
DANCER


After receiving his BFA in Dance Performance from East Carolina University, Hardy joined the Inaside Chicago Dance company, where he spent five years. He has performed as a guest artist with SueMo Dance Company, Waterstreet Dance Company, and Chicago Dance Crash.

CHRISTOPHER KELLEY  
DANCER

Previously at Lyric: Fiddler on the Roof (2022/23).

The Chicago-based artist’s performance credits include the Paramount Theatre (The Wizard of Oz, The Producers, Newsies, Beauty and The Beast, Kinky Boots, Cinderella and Rock of Ages), the Marriott (Gypsy), the Muny (Gypsy), and Drury Lane (A Chorus Line). Kelley danced with Chicago Repertory Ballet from 2020 to 2023. His training includes Butler Ballet, Chicago Multicultural Dance Center, Visceral Dance Center, and the Joffrey Ballet, and he holds a BFA from the University of Cincinnati, College-Conservatory of Music in Music Theatre.

DREW LEWIS  
DANCER

Previously at Lyric: Fiddler on the Roof (2022/23).

Originally from Oak Park, the performer, choreographer, composer, and educator graduated magna cum laude from Cornish College of the Arts. He performed extensively with Sidra Bell Dance New York from 2016 to 2019, during which time he guest lectured at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia. Additional credits include the Joel Hall Dancers, C-LS, Project 44, Attack Theatre, and projects by choreographers Erin Kilmurray and Lucy Riner. As a choreographer, Drew has created works for DanceWorks Chicago, Common Conservatory, Loyola University, Skidmore College, Hyde Park School of Dance, Thodos New Dances 2020, ChoreoLab, Oak Park and River Forest High School, and New Trier High School. In 2020, Lewis formed his own small ensemble, House of DOV.

ISAAC ALAN LINDY  
DANCER

Lyric debut

The Philadelphia-based figure skater and contemporary dancer is currently working with Montreal-based contemporary skating company Le Patin Libre. He has danced with Opera Philadelphia, the Putty Dance Project, Anne-Marie Mullergew and Dancers Co., Ruckus Dance, and at the Philadelphia Fringe Festival. Professional skating highlights include Holiday on Ice European tours, soloist with Nathan Birch and Tim Murphy’s The Next Ice Age, and site-specific work with IceLab Leipzig. Lindy holds a BA from Vassar College.

Mickey Nixon  
DANCER

Previously at Lyric: Fire Shut Up in My Bones (2021/22).

Dance credits include works by Camille A. Brown, Francesca Harper, Lloyd Culbreath, Luis Salgado, Angel Kaba, Elizabeth Corbett, Mark Allan Davis, Robin Sanders,

**NICK SCHRIER**
**DANCER**

Schrier’s previous opera credits include Moby Dick (Chicago Opera Theater) and Dante’s Inferno (Notre Dame Opera). Theater credits include Goodman Theatre, Broadway in Chicago, Moonlight Stage Amphitheater, PVPA Los Angeles, Pennsylvania Shakespeare Festival, Music Theater Works, Metropolis PAC, and Seacoast Repertory Theater. He is a proud Oberlin graduate hailing from Muskegon, Michigan.

**MATHEW SKORUPSKI**
**DANCER**

A resident of Des Plaines, Illinois, Skorupski graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dance from Northern Illinois University. He has danced at Madison Contemporary Dance Company, and is currently a dance instructor at Rockford University as well as a dance teacher at the Des Plaines Academy of Dance. He is a principal dancer with the Ardent Dance Company.

**MALACHI SQUIRES**
**DANCER**

Previously at Lyric: La Clemenza di Tito (2013/14).

Squires recently appeared in Day of the Gypsy by Gordon Pierce Schmidt at the Harris Theater, Brigadoon with the Goodman Theatre, and RPM Productions’ La Journees de Tsiganees, and An American Portrait. He has danced extensively with Les Ballets Grandiva and has appeared in numerous works with Fort Worth Dallas Ballet including Four Last Songs and West Side Stories. He has also danced with Paul Sanasardo, EZ Credit Dance Theater, and Lawrence Pech Dance Company. Guest engagements have included the Madison Ballet, Ballet Quad Cities, Chicago Civic Ballet, Hilton Head Dance Theater, Rochester Dance Company, and Marin Dance Theater. He has choreographed for Mesopotamia Night Chicago, Dance in the Parks Chicago, Bitterroot Dance Academy, Dance Drama Collaborative, 12 Min. Max Dance Festival, and the Houston Artist of the Year Awards.

**SPERANZA SCAPPUCCI**
**CONDUCTOR**

Lyric debut

In 2022 Scappucci became the first Italian woman to conduct at Teatro alla Scala in Milan. Other recent house debuts include Royal Opera House Covent Garden, the State Opera in Berlin, and the Opéra national de Paris, where she opened the 2023/24 Season with Donizetti’s Don Pasquale, and the 2022/23 Season with Bellini’s I Capuleti e i Montecchi. Later this season, Scappucci returns to the Berlin State Opera to conduct La traviata, and she will make her house debut at the Opéra de Monte-Carlo with Cavalleria rusticana and Gianni Schicchi. She will also return to the Metropolitan Opera with a production of Puccini’s La Rondine and to Washington National Opera with Puccini’s Turandot. Other recent highlights include Verdi’s Attila at the Royal Opera House, Rigoletto at the Met, I Capuleti e i Montecchi at La Scala Milan and Opéra national de Paris, Macbeth at the Canadian Opera in Toronto, Dialogues des Carmélites, Eugene Onegin, and Simon Boccanegra at Royal Opéra de Wallonie in Liège, Le Villi in Toulouse, L’elisir d’amore at Berlin State Opera, La traviata at Teatro del Liceu in Barcelona, Lucia di Lammermoor at New National Theatre in Tokyo and Opernhaus in Zurich, as well as Verdi’s Requiem at Arena di Verona. From 2017 to 2022, Speranza del Scappucci held the position of Music Director at Opéra Royal de Wallonie in Liège. In the 2025/26 season, she will take the position of Principal Guest Conductor at the Royal Opera House in London. Conductor Speranza Scappucci is sponsored by Lori Julian for the Julian Family Foundation.

**LAURENT PELLY**
**ORIGINAL DIRECTOR AND COSTUME DESIGNER**

Previously at Lyric: Director/Costume Designer/Cendrillon (2018/19).

French opera and theater director Laurent Pelly is sought after by the world’s most prestigious houses. He designs the costumes for all his productions, as well as occasionally the sets. He was Co-Director of Théâtre national de Toulouse Midi-Pyrénées from 2008 to 2018. New productions this season include Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg at Teatro Real and Le Chauve Souris (in the original French) for Opéra de Lille. Recent new productions include Il turco in Italia at Teatro Real, Eugene Onegin at La Monnaie de Munt and Royal Danish Opera, La périchole at Théâtre des Champs-Élysées, Lakmé at Opéra Comique and Opéra national du Rhin, Poulenc’s La voix humaine/Les mamelles de Tirésias for the Glyndebourne Festival, and A Midsummer Night’s Dream in Lille, as well as La Cenerentola (Amsterdam, Geneva, Valencia, Los Angeles), Falstaff (Teatro Real, La Monnaie de Munt, Nikikai Opera Foundation Tokyo), and Le nozze di Figaro (Santa Fe, Matsumoto Festival Japan). A renowned Offenbach specialist, Pelly has directed many titles, including Barbe-bleue, Le roi Carotte, La vie parisienne, La belle Hélène, La Grande-Duchesse de Gérolstein, Orphée aux Enfers, Les contes d’Hoffmann, La périchole, and Le voyage dans la lune. Laurent Pelly is supported by the Richard P and Susan Kiphart Costume Designer Endowed Chair.
A native of Hamburg, the director has worked in many of the world’s leading opera houses, including the Metropolitan Opera, San Francisco Opera, Washington National Opera, Wiener Staatsoper, Teatro alla Scala, Opéra national de Paris, and the Royal Opera House. He directs a large and diverse repertoire, ranging from Wagner, Strauss, Janáček, Puccini, Verdi, Donizetti, Mozart, Britten, and Bartók to musical and contemporary creations. Recent new productions include Strauss’s Die Schweigsame Frau and Korngold’s Das Wunder der Heliane at the Bard Summerscapes Festival, Der Freischütz and Macbeth at the Wiener Staatsoper, Le Baron de Tzigane at the Grand Théâtre de Genève, L’italiana in Algeri in Portland, and the direction and design of Kiss Me Kate for the Haut école de musique de Genève, in collaboration with the Théâtre du Galpon. Future seasons will include the world premiere of Woman with Eyes Closed by Jennifer Higdon at Opera Philadelphia, and a return to Bard. Other opera stagings include Tchaikovsky’s Iolanta and the direction and design of Tristan und Isolde for The Dallas Opera, Verdi’s rarely-performed comic opera Un Giorno di Regno (King for a Day) for the Glimmerglass Festival, Falstaff at Washington National Opera, Roméo et Juliette at Houston Grand Opera, Fidelio and Luisa Miller at The Dallas Opera, Die Zauberflöte at Cairo Opera House, and Carmen at the Grand Théâtre de Genève.

The French set designer studied at École Nationale des Arts Décoratifs, Paris. She has worked regularly with Laurent Pelly on more than 60 productions for theater and opera. Their credits together include Le rois Carotte (Lyon), Le médecin malgré lui (Geneva), Le coq d’or (Brussels), Opéra national de Lorraine, Teatro Real, Viva la Mamma (Lyon), and The Barber of Seville (Théâtre des Champs-Élysées). His many theatrical collaborations include Shakespeare’s Hamlet with Philippe Adrien at the Théâtre de la Tempête, Molière’s L’Avare and Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice with André Serban at the Comédie Française, Marivaux’s La mère confidente at Théâtre du Vieux Colombier, and Roméo et Juliette at the Opera of Bordeaux with Sandrine Anglade. Lighting designers are supported by the Mary-Louise and James S. Aagaard endowment in honor of Duane Schuler.

The Australian Chorus Director is in his 11th season at Lyric, having held this position at Opera Australia in Sydney from 2001 to 2013. Black has served in this capacity for such distinguished organizations as the Edinburgh International Festival, Opera Holland Park (London), the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and, in Australia, the Sydney Symphony Orchestra, the Philharmonia Choir, Motet Choir, the Cantillation chamber choir, and the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra. Other activities include preparing The Damnation of Faust chorus and Haydn’s Creation at the Grant Park Music Festival, where he has worked for five seasons. He has served as chorus director for close to 140 different operas on four continents, and his work has been recorded and/or aired on ABC, BBC, PBS, for many HD productions in movie theaters, and on television. Michael Black is supported by the Howard A. Stotler Chorus Director Endowed Chair.

The choreographer, based in France, founded her company, Opinion in Movimento, in 1994. As a guest choreographer, she created Seven Deadly Sins for the ballet of the Opéra national de Paris and My Relationships With Men Were
Karine Girard
Revival Choreographer

Previously at Lyric: Revival choreographer/ Cendrillon (2018/19).

After completing her dance education at the Sorbonne, the French choreographer performed for several European dance companies and has also collaborated on several premieres with the Balafori and L4-L5 dance-theater companies. In 2003, she danced for the company directed by Laura Scozzi, Opinionini in Movimento and in the show F.E.I.R : desir-degout. She has worked as Scozzi’s artistic assistant in theater, movies, special events, and opera, in particular for Laurent Pelly’s productions of La Périchole (Marseille, 2005 and on tour), La fille du régiment (San Francisco, Paris, Madrid, Barcelona, Seville), and Cendrillon (London, Brussels, Lille, Barcelona, New York). She has also collaborated with directors Jean-Louis Grinda (Die Fledermaus, Toulouse and on tour) and Emmanuelle Bastet (L’étoile, Nancy). Since 2009, she has danced for such companies as COD, collaborating with director/choreographer Olivier Dubois. She has choreographed for shows directed by Guy Freixe (Après la pluie), Laurence Sendrowicz (Que d’espoir), and Agathe Mélinand (Éric Satie-Mémoires d’un amnésique). In 2016, she choreographed Christophe Gayral’s production of Idomeneo for the Opéra national du Rhin, and staged and choreographed with Sandra Savin the show Storm for the students of ENACR (France’s National School of Circus Arts).

August Tye
Ballet Mistress

The American dancer, choreographer, and ballet mistress has worked on nearly 50 productions at Lyric since 1993/94. She remounted the choreography of Lyric’s Iphigénie en Tauride at San Francisco Opera and the Royal Opera House Covent Garden. She has presented a 20-year retrospective of her work at Chicago’s Vittum Theater and Ruth Page Dance Center, as well as in her hometown of Kalamazoo, Michigan. A graduate of Western Michigan University, Tye performed with the Kalamazoo Ballet, dancing leading roles in Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, and The Nutcracker. In addition to Lyric and Joel Hall Dancers, she has performed in Chicago with Salt Creek Ballet, Second City Ballet, and Chicago Folks Operetta. Tye is Artistic Director at the Hyde Park School of Dance, which she founded in 1993. Four years later she founded Tyego Dance Project, which has performed at Steppenwolf, the Athenaeum, and throughout America in a revival of Spike Jones’s Nutcracker.

Sarah Hatten
Wigmaster & Makeup Designer

Lyric’s wigmaster and makeup designer has worked in a wide repertoire at Des Moines Metro Opera, Detroit Opera (formerly Michigan Opera Theatre), Columbus Opera, Toledo Opera, the Cabrillo Music Festival, and the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music. She has also worked at the Glimmerglass Festival and the major opera companies of Los Angeles, Omaha, Cleveland, Sarasota, and Central City, as well as Wisconsin’s American Players Theatre and, in Los Angeles, the Pantages Theatre and the Geffen Playhouse. Sarah Hatten is supported by the Marlys A. Beider Wigmaster and Makeup Designer Endowed Chair.

Agathe Mélinand
New Dialogues and Dramaturg

The director, dramaturg, and librettist was Co-Director with Laurent Pelly of the Théâtre national de Toulouse from 2008 to 2018. Mélinand has produced new dialogues and adaptations of numerous opera libretti. This season sees an adaptation of Le Chauve Souris in the original French for Opéra de Lille with Pelly. Other recent collaborations include Lakmé for Opéra Comique, La Périchole for the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées, and Offenbach’s Le voyage dans la Lune for Opéra Comique, Greek National Opera, and Volksoper Vienna. With Pelly, Mélinand has adapted numerous Offenbach works including Barbe Bleue, Le roi Carotte, La vie parisienne, Les contes d’Hoffmann, La belle Hélène, as well as dialogue adaptations for Donizetti’s La fille du régiment (Covent Garden, Metropolitan Opera, Vienna State Opera), Chabrier’s L’étoile (Dutch National Opera), and Berlioz’s Béatrice et Bénédic平 (Glyndebourne Festival). Also for Glyndebourne, Mélinand wrote additional texts (derived from Goethe’s Faust) for Berlioz’s La Damnation de Faust directed by Richard Jones. Recent theatre work theater includes the writing and realization of Le Petit Livre d’Anna Magdalena Bach, and new translations/adaptations of Mary Chase’s Harvey and Goldoni’s L’Impresario di Smyrne, directed by Pelly.
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* Lyric debut
With the generous support of individuals and organizations, Lyric is leading the advancement of opera in America—continually advancing artistic excellence, increasing relevance and reach for both traditional and new audiences, engaging our diverse communities through signature learning and exploration initiatives, and expanding our role as a cultural cornerstone in Chicago. You are our partners in this important shared enterprise—and we sincerely thank you.
Thank you for your support
Bravissimi

We gratefully acknowledge the members of the Lyric family who have contributed a total of $1 million+ throughout the history of the company. Lyric thrives due to the incredible generosity of these individuals, foundations, and corporations.
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Elizabeth Morse Genius Charitable Trust and The Elizabeth Morse Charitable Trust
National Endowment for the Arts
The Negaunee Foundation

$7,500,000+
Sonia Florian
Gramma Fisher Foundation of Marshalltown, Iowa
Julius Frankel Foundation
Illinois Arts Council Agency
Martha J. Jacobshagen
John D. & Alexandra C. Nichols
Anne & Chris Reyes

$5,000,000+
Anonymous (4)
Abbott Fund
Ameritech/SBC/AT&T
Stefan Edlis & Gael Neeson
The Grainger Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Dietrich M. Gross
Irma Parker
The Kiphart Family
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
The Monument Trust (UK)
Sidney L. & Bettie B. Port
Earl & Brenda Shapiro Foundation
Lisbeth Stiffel
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Vance

$2,500,000+
Anonymous (3)
American Airlines
Aon
Mrs. A. Watson Armour
Boston Consulting Group
Randy L. & Melvin R. Berlin
Henry & Gilda Buchbinder Family
Carolyn S. Bucksbaum
The Butler Family Foundation
Challenge III Fund – Government
City of Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events
Nelson D. Cornelius
Mr. & Mrs. John V. Crowe
The Davee Foundation
Mrs. Mary B. Galvin
Ann & Gordon Getty Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. William B. Graham
Howard L. Gottlieb & Barbara G. Greis
John R. Halligan Charitable Fund
The Harris Family Foundation
Invesco QQQ
ITW
The Edgar D. Jannotta Family
Mr. ° & Mrs. Fred A. Krehbiel
Josef & Margot Lakonisbok
Fred McDougal ° & Nancy Lauter McDougal °
Malott Family Foundation
Mazza Foundation
Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Northern Trust
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Osborn
PwC
Daniel F. & Ada L. Rice Foundation
Dr. Scholl Foundation
Clarke and Adine Stayman Trusts
Robert and Penelope Steiner Family Foundation
Howard A. Stotler °
Mrs. Herbert A. Vance °
Cynthia Wood °

$1,000,000+
Anonymous (3)
Katherine A. Abelson
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
Atkinson Family Foundation
Walter F. Bandi ° & Elsa E. Bandi °
Bank of America and Merrill Lynch
Baxter International Inc.
James N. & Laurie V. Bay
Marlys A. Beider
BMO Financial Group
The Brinson Foundation
Bulley & Andrews
Marion A. Cameron-Gray
Amy & Paul Carbone
David W. Carpenter ° and Orit K. Carpenter
JP Morgan Chase & Co.
Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
Mr. ° & Mrs. James W. Cozad
Joanne Toor Cummings °
The Edgar Foster Daniels Foundation
Deutsche Bank
Exelon
Maxine P. & W. James Farrell
Elaine Frank °
Richard ° & Barbara Franke
Brena & Lee A. Freeman, Sr. Charitable Association
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation

Ambassador & Mrs. Ronald Jay Gidwitz
Ethel & William Gofen
Sue & Melvin Gray
Harold Hartshorne, Jr. °
Mr. & Mrs. Ben W. Heineman °
Walter E. Heller Foundation
H. Earl & Miriam U. Hoover °
Invenergy
Jenner & Block
Kemper Educational & Charitable Fund
Kirkland & Ellis Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Sanfred Koltun
Kraft Foods
LaSalle Bank
Anne P. Lederer Research Institute
Arthur B. Logan °
Jim ° & Kay Mabie
Brooks and Hope McCormick Foundation
Chauncey and Marion D. McCormick Family Foundation
Robert R. McCormick Trust
Jim ° & Vicki Mills/Jon & Lois Mills
Robert and Susan ° Morrison
Richard M. Morrow °
Allan & Elaine Muchin
Jerome and Elaine Nerenberg Foundation
Susan & Nick Noyes/Make It Better Media Group
Nuveen Investments
Gregory O’Leary & Patricia Kenney
David & Sheila Ormesher
I.A. O’Shaughnessy Foundation
Peer & Sarah Pedersen °
Polk Bros. Foundation
Prince Charitable Trusts
Mrs. Jay A. Pritzker
The Regenstein Foundation
Lloyd E. Rigler - Lawrence E. Deutsch Foundation
Harry A. Root, Jr. °
Richard O. Ryan
Sara Lee Foundation
Rose L. Shure ° & Sidney N. Shure °
Mr. & Mrs. J. W. Van Gorkom °
The Wallace Foundation
Lois L. Ward °
Roberta L. Washlow & Robert J. Washlow
Robert & Floretta Weiss
Bernard E. Williams Trust
Zell Family Foundation

° Deceased
Production sponsors

The 2023/24 Season is presented by Invesco QQQ and Julie & Roger Baskes

**The Flying Dutchman**
Anonymous Donor
Josef & Margot Lakonishok
Alice & John Butler
H. Gael Neeson
Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Robert and Penelope Steiner Family Foundation

**Champion**
Zell Family Foundation
Gramma Fisher Foundation of Marshalltown, Iowa
Ethel & Bill Gofen
The Joyce Foundation
David W. Carpenter and Orit K. Carpenter, in loving memory of David W. Carpenter
Virginia Tobiason
Alice & John Butler
H. Gael Neeson
Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Robert and Penelope Steiner Family Foundation
Lori Ann Komisar & Morris Silverman
Roberta L. & Robert J. Washlow

**An Evening with Audra McDonald**
Patrick and Shirley Ryan Family Foundation
Liz Stiffel

**Aida**
Anonymous Donor
The Julius Frankel Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Vance
Liz Stiffel
Alice & John Butler
H. Gael Neeson
Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Robert and Penelope Steiner Family Foundation

**The Daughter of the Regiment**
Sonia Florian
Marion A. Cameron-Gray

**Mozart Requiem**
Lead Sponsor: The Negaunee Foundation
Randy L. & Melvin R. Berlin
Alice & John Butler
H. Gael Neeson
Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Robert and Penelope Steiner Family Foundation

**Jenůfa**
Presenting Sponsors: Julie & Roger Baskes
David W. Carpenter and Orit K. Carpenter, in loving memory of David W. Carpenter
Richard O. Ryan
Patricia A. Kenney & Gregory J. O’Leary

+ *Enrique Circle*
The Enrique Circle is composed of Lyric’s most dedicated supporters who are committed to championing Maestro Enrique Mazzola’s exciting artistic vision and legacy.

* *The New Work Fund*
Supporters of the New Work Fund allow Lyric to lead the creation of tomorrow’s classics, and broaden the appeal and relevance of our art form to ensure that grand opera is alive and meaningful for 21st-century audiences.

Additional support for Lyric’s 2023/24 Season is generously provided by the Production Circle. To learn more about Lyric sponsorship opportunities, please visit lyricopera.org/support-lyric/major-investments/production-sponsorships.
Join us for the
2023 | 24 Season

The Daughter of the Regiment
Nov. 4 - 25, 2023

Jenůfa
Nov. 12 - 26, 2023

Cinderella
Jan. 21 - Feb. 10, 2024

Champion
Jan. 27 - Feb. 11, 2024

Aida
Mar. 9 - Apr. 7, 2024

LIMITED AVAILABILITY

Mozart Requiem
Mar. 22 & 24, 2024

Tickets from $39.
Secure your seats today.
lyricopera.org

Music Director
Enrique Mazzola
Enduring, exhilarating, and enriching opera.

Made possible by donors like you.

Support Lyric Opera of Chicago
lyricopera.org/donatenow
312.827.3500
Supporting our future—endowments at Lyric

As a perpetual fund that annually distributes a designated portion of earnings and investment income, endowments provide a steady source of funding so Lyric can be a leader in the opera world—now and into the future.

**LYRIC ENDOWED CHAIRS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supports</th>
<th>Established by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chorus Director</td>
<td>Howard A. Stotler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertmaster</td>
<td>Mrs. R. Robert Funderburg, in honor of Sally Funderburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costume Designer</td>
<td>Richard P. and Susan Kiphart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Director</td>
<td>The Women’s Board, in loving memory of Ardis Krainik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting Director</td>
<td>Mary-Louise and James S. Aagaard, in honor of Duane Schuler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Director</td>
<td>John D. and Alexandra C. Nichols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and Technical Director*</td>
<td>Allan and Elaine Muchin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wigmaster and Makeup Designer*</td>
<td>Marlys A. Beider, in loving memory of Harold Beider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Opera Center Director</td>
<td>The Ryan Opera Center Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Opera Center Music Director</td>
<td>Jannotta Family</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LYRIC PRODUCTION ENDOWMENT FUNDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supports</th>
<th>Established by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baroque Operas</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bel Canto Operas</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. William H. Redfield*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Operas</td>
<td>W. James and Maxine P. Farrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Operas</td>
<td>Irma Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian Operas</td>
<td>NIB Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozart Operas</td>
<td>Regenstein Foundation, in honor of Ruth Regenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puccini Operas</td>
<td>Mary Patricia Gannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdi Operas</td>
<td>Guild Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner Operas</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LYRIC ENDOWMENT FUNDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supports</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah and A. Watson Armour III Endowment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley and Benjamin Goold Endowment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Endowment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Engagement Endowment Fund</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCOVER LYRIC ENDOWMENT FUNDS**

The Grainger Foundation, for the NEXT program
Bruce Gober MD and Donald Ratner Endowment Fund*

**RYAN OPERA CENTER ENDOWMENT FUNDS**

Dr. C. Bekerman Endowment*
Thomas Doran Endowment*
Boyd Edmonston & Edward Warro Endowment*
James K. Genden and Alma Koppedraijer Endowment*
Bruce Gober MD and Donald Ratner Endowment Fund*
H. Earl and Miriam U. Hoover Endowment Fund
J. Thomas Hurvis Endowment Fund, in memory of Richard P. Kiphart
Robert and Ellen Marks Ryan Opera Center Vocal Studies Director Endowment, in memory of Gianna Rolandi
Lois B. Siegel Endowment
Joanne Silver Endowment
Drs. Joan and Russ Zeitchuk Endowment*

**LYRIC UNLIMITED — LEARNING AND CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT ENDOWMENT FUNDS**

Katherine A. Ableson Education Endowment
Dr. C. Bekerman Endowment*
Raynette and Ned Boshel Endowment
George F. and Linda L. Brusky Youth Education Endowment*
The Chapters’ Education Endowment, in memory of Alfred Glasser
James K. Genden and Alma Koppedraijer Endowment*
Bruce Gober MD and Donald Ratner Endowment Fund*

With major support provided from the Nancy W. Knowles Student and Family Performances Fund

During her lifetime, Carol Fox Award recipient Nancy Knowles generously invested her time, talents, and leadership to advance Lyric through her membership on the Board of Directors, Executive Committee, and the Guild Board. In recognition of her extraordinary gift to the Campaign for Excellence, Lyric named the Nancy W. Knowles Lobby in 2007. Later, Nancy made a significant gift in support of the Breaking New Ground Campaign, creating the Nancy W. Knowles Student and Family Performances Fund, which she secured by including Lyric as a beneficiary of her estate—a remarkable continuation of her lifetime generosity. Lyric will forever be grateful for Nancy’s extraordinary generosity and for creating a fund through her thoughtful gift planning that will support children and family programming at Lyric for years to come.

*Future Planned Gift These donors have named Lyric in their will, trust, IRA, or other planned giving possibilities to establish an endowment fund in their name to support Lyric, its programs, and positions forever. Learn how to leave a lasting legacy by contacting Mike Biver, Senior Director of Gift Planning, at 312.827.5655 or email mbiver@lyricopera.org.
“Lyric has been a special part of my life for over fifty years. Not being a person of great means, I always gave modestly with my subscription renewal. I wanted to do more—that’s why I decided to make a planned gift to Lyric.”

Kathryn Brown

PASSION... Pass it on.

The Ardis Krainik Society

To learn more about leaving a lasting legacy at Lyric please contact Mike Biver, Senior Director of Gift Planning
mbiver@lyricopera.org | 312-827-5655

Lyric

ARDIS KRAINIK SOCIETY
Gift planning at Lyric

Ardis Krainik Society at Lyric | This group consists of dedicated supporters who have designated a special gift through their will, trust, IRA, or other planned giving method to benefit Lyric into the future.

ARIA BENEFACTORS
Lyric would like to acknowledge the extraordinary philanthropy of the following individuals who have made significant legacy commitments of $1,000,000 or more and who comprise the Aria Benefactors of the Ardis Krainik Society.

Anonymous (6)
Paul & Mary Anderson
Family Foundation
Maryly A. Beider
Dr. C. Bekerman
Marion A. Cameron-Gray
Christopher Carlo & Robert Chaney
David° & Orit Carpenter
Anne Zenzer
Drs. Russ & Joan Zajtchuk
Dr. Robert G. Zadylak &
Stephen R. Winters & Don D. Curtis
Robert J. Callahan
John E. & Alice Butler
Robert J. Callahan
John E. & Alice Butler
Robert J. Callahan
John E. & Alice Butler

SOCIETY MEMBERS
Anonymous (149)
Rich & Jan Aaron
Valerie & Joseph Abel
Louise Abdabrahms
Richard Abram & Paul Chandler
Carol A. Abricoux
Dr. Whitney Addington
Ginny Alberts-Addington & Lance Johnson
Carl H. & Cynthia Albright
Judy L. Allen
Gary & Barbara Allie
Louse E. Anderson
Catherine Aranyi
L. Robert Artoo
Bert Badilio
Richard N. Bailey
David Gerald Baker
Susann Ball
Randolph & Lorraine Barba
Margaret Basch
Mr. & Mrs. Ron Beata
Mrs. Bill Beaton
Mark & Judy Bednar
Steve Beier
Martha Bell
Geraldine C. Bellanca
Daniel J. Bender
Lynn Bennett
Julie Anne Benson
Charles E. & Nancy T. Berg
Joan Israel Berger
Barbara Bermudez
Susan Bernstein
Kyle & Marge Bevers
Patrick J. Bitterman
M. J. Black & Mr. C. Lancy
Richard Blackwell
Barbara Blair
Dr. Debra Zahay Blatz
Merrill & Judy Blau
Ann Blickenderfer
D. Jeffrey & Joan H. Blumenthal
Marlene R. Boncosky
Mr. & Mrs. John Jay Borland
Ned & Raynette Boshell
David Boyce
Dr. & Mrs. Bruce Brackett
Christine & Paul Branstad
Family Foundation
Robert & Phyllis Brauer
Danolda (Dea) Brennan
Daniel A. & Leona B. Bronstein
Carol & Alan Brooks
Kathryn Y. Brown
Richard M. & Andrea J. Brown
George F." & Linda L. Brusky
Steven & Helen Buchanan
Dr. Gerald & Mrs. Linda Budzik
Lisa Bury
John E. & Alice Butler
Robert J. Callahan
Julienne Campbell
Amy & Paul Carbone
James & Penny Carpei
Carla Carstens & Theodore Herr
Patrick Vincent Casali
Dinah Jacobs Castle
Esther Chartit
Jeffrey K. Chase, J.D.
Ramona Choss
J. Salvatore L. Cianciolo
Heinke Clark
Robert & Margery Coen
Eugenia Collisas
Elaine Collina
Peter & Beverly Conroy
Sharon Conway
Sarah J. Cooney
Dr. W. Gene Corley Family
Joseph E. Corrigan
Paul T. & Elaine D. Cotty
Una Creditor
Barbara L. Dean
Phyllis Diamond
Roger & Linelle Dickinson
Ms. Janet E. Diehl
Mr. & Mrs. William S. Dillon
Catherine R. DiNapoli
Dr. & Mrs. Bernard J. Dobroski
Thomas M. Dolan
Mary Louise Duhamel
Kathleen Dunn
Clementina Durkes
Roma Krystyna Dylalsk
Carol A. Eastman
Judy Eckberg
Boyd Edmonston & Edward Warro
Endowment Fund
Donald & Helen Edwards
Mr." & Mrs. Don Elleman
Cherylynn A. Elliott
Peter & Kelli Emery
Dr. James A. Eng
La & Philip Engel
Susanna & Helmut Epp
Erika E. Erich
Mr. & Mrs. James D. Ericson
Dr. & Mrs. James Ertle
Ms. Mary T. Ether
Dr. William B. Evans
Marilyn D. Ezri, M.D.
Martha L. Faulhaber
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Y. Feng
Nancy R. Fiferd
Robert F. Finke
Felicia Finkelman
Jack M. & Martha S. Firestone
Morris & Natalie Fisher
Eloise C. Foster
Jack B. Fransaske &
Kathleen A. McQuenn
Patricia & Maurice J." Frank
Richard J. Franke
Ms. Susan Frankel
Thomas H. Franks, Ph.D.
Penny & John E. Freund
Marie & Gregory° Fugiel
Sheilah Purcell Garcia, Lady Witton
George & Mary Ann Gardner
Scott P. George
Melinda E. Gibson, MD, in memory
of Sylvia M. Morrison
Norden S. Gilbert
John F. Gilmore
Michael Goldberger
John A. Goldstein
Mr. & Mrs. Delmon Grapes
Rick Greenman
Dr. J. Brian Greis
James R. Grimes
Patricia Grogan
Carolyn Hallman
Carl J. Halperin
Mr. Edwin Hanlon
Miss Patricia O. Harlon
Ms. Geraldine Haracz
Mary Kathryn Hartigan
Julian W. Harvey
Andrew Hatchell
William P. Hauworth
Dr. & Mrs. David J. Hayden
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Heagy
Mrs. Thomas D. Heath
Josephine E. Heindel
Allen W. Heinemann &
William Borden
Stephanie & Allen Hochfelder
Mrs. Marion Hoffman
Elizabeth Holdman
Stephen D. Holmes
Edith A. Holst
Mary & Jim Houston
H. Eileen Howard &
Marshall Weinberg°
Sarah & William Hufford
Kenneth N. Hughes
Michael Huskey
Cpt. Bernardo Iorgulescu, USMC
Memorial Fund
Merle Jacob
J. Jeffrey Jaglois
Edgar D. Jannotta
Stanley J. Janowick
Dr. & Mrs. Todd & Peggy Janus
Barbara Joadson
Diane & Alan Johnson
John Arthur Johnson
Ronald B. Johnson
Roy A. & Sarah C. Johnson
Barbara Mair Jones

For more information about becoming an Ardis Krainik Society member and the related levels and benefits associated, contact Mike Biver, Senior Director of Gift Planning, at 312.827.5655 or mbiver@lyricopera.org.
Mr. Theodore Kalogeresis  
Wayne S. & Lenore M. Kaplan  
Kerma & John Karoly  
Kenneth Kelling  
Chuck & Kathy Killman  
Diana Hunt King  
R. William Klein, Jr.  
Laura & LeRoy Klemt  
J. Peter Kline  
Helen Kohr  
Edward & Adrienne Kolb  
Susan Kryl  
Barbara A. Kummerer, in memory of Thomas H. Kummerer  
Carol & John Kunze  
Axel Kunzmann & Bruce J. Nelson  
Mary S. Kurz  
Larry Lapidas  
Barbara K. Larsen  
Angela Larson & Bamshad Mobasher  
Thomas & Annelise Lawson  
Henrietta Leary  
Robert & Cecile Levy  
Dr. & Mrs. Andrew O. Lewicky  
Pamela Forbes Lieberman  
Mrs. Paul Lieberman  
Carole F. Liebson  
Carol L. Linne  
Candace Broecker Loftus  
Doris C. Lorz  
Carolyn Lovering  
David and Bernadette Lowum  
Carlotta & Ronald Lucchesi  
Dorette P. S. Luke  
William & Terry Maher  
James C. & Suzette M. Mahneke  
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas Malatesta  
Jeanne Randall Malkin  
Ann Chassin Mallow  
Jennifer J. Malpass  
Dr. & Mrs. Karl Lee Manders  
Allison R. Manley  
Daniel T. Manoogian  
Daniel F. Marseille  
Judy Marth  
Jeanne M. Martineau  
Mrs. Elizabeth Upjohn Mason  
Dr. Christine Winter Massie & James Massie  
Michael P. Mayer  
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Mayer  
Michael M. & Diane Mazurczak  
Mrs. David McCandless  
James G. & Laura G. McCormick  
Gia & Paul McDermott  
Nancy Lauter McDougal  
Blythe Jaski McGarvie  
William P. McHugh  
Bill McVey  
Martina M. Mead  
Mr. & Mrs. Leland V. Meader  
Bill Melamed  
Dr. & Mrs. Jack L. Melamed  
Mr. & Mrs. Peter M. Mesrobian  
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Meyers  
Barbara Terman Michaels  
Margaret & Craig Milkint  
Michael Miller & Sheila Naughten  
Susan M. Miller  
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Miller  
Edward S. & Barbara L. Mills  
Martha A. Mills  
Viusta A. “Vee” Minarich  
David & Justine K. Mintzer  
Leslie Mitnick  
BettyAnn Mocek & Adam R. Walker  
Robert & Lois Moeller  
Dr. Virginia Saft Mond  
Drs. Bill & Elaine Moor  
Sunday & Charles Perry  
Susanne P. Petersson  
Shirley Pfennig  
Genevieve M. Phelps  
Karen & Dick Pigott  
Robert M. Pine  

“Deceased

Lyric Opera of Chicago
For more information about becoming an Ardis Krainik Society member and the related levels and benefits associated, contact Mike River, Senior Director of Gift Planning, at 312.827.5655 or mbiver@lyricopera.org.
Corporate partnership

Lyric appreciates the generosity of its corporate partners.

$1,000,000 and above
- Invesco QQQ
- Grainger

$75,000 to $99,999
- Aon

$500,000 to $999,999
- Willkie Farr & Gallagher

$50,000 to $74,999
- Bank of America

$250,000 to $499,999
- Abbott Fund
- ITW

$25,000 to $34,999
- Sipi
- Van Cleef & Arpels

$100,000 to $249,999
- American Airlines
- Invenergy

$25,000 to $34,999
- ANONYMOUS
- bakertilly
- Fellowes

$1,000,000 and above
- CNA
- Jenner & Block, LLP

League of Chicago Theatres
PREMIER PATRON
$15,000 to $24,999
Amsted Industries Foundation
Exelon
Wintrust Community Banks

DISTINGUISHED PATRON
$10,000 to $14,999
Mayer Brown LLP

PATRON
$5,000 to $9,999
Baird
BNSF Railway Foundation
Howard & Howard Attorneys PLLC
Italian Village Restaurants
Sahara Enterprises, Inc.

PARTNER
$4,000 to $4,999
Sidley Austin LLP

DEVOTEE
$3,000 to $3,999
American Agricultural Insurance Company

ADVOCATE
$2,000 to $2,999
Fifth Third Bank
Innis Law Group
Skadden

AFICIONADO
$1,000 to $1,999
Bumper Lanes Marketing
Concierge Unlimited
International Michuda Construction, Inc.

MATCHING GIFTS
Henry Crown And Company
Horizon Therapeutics
ITW Foundation
John D. & Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
The Pledgeling Foundation
PNC Foundation
Polk Bros. Foundation
United Way Metro Chicago
US Bank

SPECIAL THANKS
American Airlines for its 41-year partnership as the Official Airline of Lyric Opera of Chicago.
Willkie Farr & Gallagher and Craig C. Martin, Chairman, Midwest, for the firm’s pro bono legal services throughout the year.
Warner Classics as the Official Education and Promotion Music Provider.

IN-KIND GIFTS
American Airlines, Inc.
Brush Creek Ranch
Coco Pazzo
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Cohen
Crain-Maling Foundation
Dentons US LLP
Don & Anne Edwards Fellowes, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles K. Huebner
J&L Catering
Dustin & Diana Lefebvre
Geoffrey & Laura Luce
Brendan & Suzanne Mulshine
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Osborn
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry K. Pearlman
PianoForte
The Rhapsody Theater
Patrick G. & Shirley Welsh Ryan
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Santi
Gordon & Carole Segal
Richard W. Shepro & Lindsay E. Roberts
Shure Incorporated
Oscar Tatosian, Jr.
Carl & Marilyn Thoma

Lyric Opera of Chicago acknowledges support from the Illinois Arts Council Agency.

Lyric Opera of Chicago is a member of OPERA America.

To learn more about corporate partnership opportunities, please contact Anna Mattson, Vice President of Development at amattson@lyricopera.org or 312.827.5683.

This list includes donors whose gifts or pledges were received by March 15, 2023.

CAPITAL GIFTS
Lyric is deeply grateful to the following donors for recent capital pledges and gifts that enhance the patron experience, maintain the beauty of our landmark opera house, and enable the magic on our stage.

Irma Parker Estate
Elevator renovation project through the Capital Improvement Initiative Fund

Anonymous
Theatre seat renovation through the Patron Accessibility Initiative

Jack and Peggy Crowe
Glass curtain project for enhanced climate control for patron comfort through the Capital Improvement Initiative Fund
Aria Society

Lyric recognizes and appreciates gifts made by generous individuals, foundations, and government organizations.

$1,000,000 and above

ANONYMOUS DONORS (2)

Julie and Roger Baskes

Mrs. John V. Crowe

THE NEGAUNEE FOUNDATION

Robert and Penelope Steiner Family Foundation

$500,000 to $999,999

The Butler Family Foundation
*John & Alice Butler*

The Crown Family

Gael Neeson & Stefan Edlis

Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel

J. Christopher & Anne N. Reyes Foundation

Patrick G. & Shirley Welsh Ryan

Lisbeth Stiffel
$250,000 to $499,999

**Abbott Fund**

David W. Carpenter° and Orit K. Carpenter, in loving memory of David W. Carpenter

**Gramma Fisher Foundation of Marshalltown, Iowa**

Julius Frankel Foundation

Mr. & Mrs. Dietrich M. Gross

John R. Halligan Charitable Fund

Josef & Margot Lakonishok

Lauter McDougal Charitable Fund

Fred & Nancy McDougal°

Richard O. Ryan

Nancy S. Searle

**Segal Family Foundation**

Mr.° & Mrs. William C. Vance and Mrs. Herbert Vance°

Zell Family Foundation

° Deceased
$100,000 to $249,999

ANONYMOUS DONORS (4)

Mrs. James S. Aagaard
Atkinson Family Foundation
Randy L. & Melvin R.* Berlin

Mr. & Mrs. Allan Bulley, III
Marion A. Cameron-Gray
Amy & Paul Carbone

Sonia Florian
Rhoda and Henry Frank Foundation
Ethel & William Gofen
Howard L. Gottlieb & Barbara G. Greis

James & Brenda Grusecki
The Harris Family Foundation
Caryn & King Harris and Pam Friend Szokol
Annie & Gregory K. Jones

MIKE & LINDY KEISER

The Knowles Foundation
Nancy W. Knowles
Philip G. Lumpkin

JAMES & DEBORAH FELLOWES

The Harris Family Foundation

JULIAN FAMILY FOUNDATION

Sydney R. Julian, III
I’ve supported Lyric for over 40 years because to me it’s important to stand behind any artistic endeavor that’s significant in my life. Opera on stage needs to survive. It’s not a given that it can or will.”

*Stephen F.*
## Annual individual and foundation support

### VIRTUOSO CIRCLE
**BENEFACTOR**  
$75,000 to $99,999  
Robert & Isabelle Bass  
Foundation, Inc.  
David Q. & Mary H. Bell  
Chicago Department of  
Cultural Affairs & Special  
Events  
Eisen Family Foundation  
Mr. & Mrs. James V. Franch  
Rebecca & Lester Knight  
Mazza Foundation  
Jerome & Elaine Nerenberg  
Foundation, Martha C. Nussbaum  
The C. G. Pinnell Family  
Ms. Gay K. Stanek  
Virginia Tobias

### COMPOSER CIRCLE
**BENEFACTOR**  
$35,000 to $49,999  
Molly & Roman Boed  
Dr.° & Mrs. Thomas A. Broadie  
Greg & Mamie Case  
Elizabeth F. Cheney  
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation  
Virginia & Gary Gerst  
Ambassador & Mrs. Ronald J.  
Gidwitz  
Stephen A. Kaplan  
Dr. Katherine Knight  
Mark & Gale Kozloff  
Jean McLaren & John Nitschke  
Mr. & Mrs. Todd D. Mitchell  
Frank B. Modruson &  
Lynne C. Shigley  
Brendan & Suzanne Mulshine  
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Oberlander  
OPERA America  
Betsy & Andy Rosenfield  
Dr. David H. Whitney &  
Dr. Juliana Chyu

### MAESTRO CIRCLE
**BENEFACTOR**  
$50,000 to $74,999  
Anonymous Donors (2)  
Paul M. Angell Family  
Foundation  
The Brinson Foundation  
Joya Caryl  
The Chicago Community Trust  
Nancy Dehmlow  
Ann M. Drake  
Amanda C. Fox  
Patricia Frank  
The Joyce Foundation  
The Richard P. & Susan Kiphart  
Family  
Mr. & Mrs. Fred A. Krehibel, Jr.  
Chauncey & Marion D.  
McCormick Family  
Foundation  
Mr. & Mrs. Ross McKnight  
Polk Bros. Foundation  
Susan M. Ruder  
Sage Foundation  
Earl & Brenda Shapiro  
Foundation  
Rose L. Shure & Sidney N. Shure  
Bill & Orli Staley Foundation  
Gene & Jean Stark  
Michael Steinberg &  
Salme Harju Steinberg  
Thierer Family Foundation  
Cheryl A. Walczak, M.D.  
Walter Family Foundation

### ARTIST CIRCLE
**BENEFACTOR**  
$25,000 to $34,999  
Anonymous Donors (2)  
Ken & Amy Aldridge  
Paul & Mary Anderson  
James N.° & Laurie Bay  
Diane & Michael Beemer  
Mr. & Mrs. Merrill E. Blau  
Fred & Phoebe Boelter  
Buehler Family Foundation  
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Butler  
Cellmer/Neal Foundation Fund  
Joyce E. Chelberg  
Lawrence Corry  
Vinay Couto & Lynn Vincent  
Pamela Crutchfield  
Marsha Cruzan &  
Tom McGinnis  
Hon. Barbara Flynn Currie  
Michael Cushing  
Anne Megan Davis  
Cate & Jim Denny  
Stephen Dunbar  
Elaine S. Frank Fund  
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene F. Fama  
David & Janet Fox  
Dr. Paul Froeschl  
Mira Frohnmayr &  
Sandra Sweet  
Sué & Melvin Gray  
Dan & Caroline Grossman  
Mary Ellen Hennessy  
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne J. Holman III  
The Jentes Family Foundation  
George Johnson  
Joseph M. Kacena Endowed  
Fund  
Mr. & Mrs. Neil T. Kawashima  
Silvia Beltrametti Krehibel &  
Jay Krehibel  
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan B. Lewis, Sr.  
Robert & Evelyn McCullen  
Music Performance Trust Fund  
& Film Funds Trust Fund  
Drs. Olufumilayo &  
Christopher Olopade  
Ingrid Peters  
Karen Petitte  
Hartley Rogers & Amy Falls

### PREMIER PATRON
**$15,000 to $24,999**  
Anonymous Donors (4)  
Richard Abram &  
Paul Chandler  
Hubert L. Allen & Hau Chyi  
Ms. & Mr. Rana & Albert Baladi  
Judith Barnard & Michael Fain  
Ron & Margaret Beata  
C. Bekerman, M.D.  
Dr. & Mrs. Mark Bowen  
Winston & Lally Brown  
Rosemarie & Dean L. Buntrock  
Susan Burkhardt  
Ann Coleman

It’s a privilege to have such a quality organization close by so that we have been able to have live opera as a part of our life.”  
**Wendy W.**
I appreciate the excellence of Lyric performances and want to ensure that audiences in the future will be able to enjoy them and be enriched by them.”

Beverly C.
Lyric Opera of Chicago constantly thrills, with world-class productions and artists of the highest caliber, like few other arts organizations.”

**Bill K.**

Elaine K. Cue
Gerry & Randee Curciarello
The Dancing Skies Foundation
Harry° & Marianne Dennis
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony
DiGianfilippo
Bernard J.° & Sally Dobroski
Miss Gay Elline
Mr. & Mrs. Rick Erwin
Lafayette J. Ford
Judith Friedman
Don° & Abby Funk
John F. Gilmore
Gay L. Girolami
Mr. Jack Gorby
Mr.° & Mrs. Richard Gray
Greene Family Foundation
Glen & Claire Hackmann
The Blanny A. Hagenah
Family Fund

Mrs. John M. Hartigan
Mrs. Thomas D. Heath
Mrs. O. J. Heestand, Jr.
Mrs. Richard S. Holzon, Jr.
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Hough
Merle Jacob
Regina Janes
Vikram & Rachel Karnani
Judith L. Kaufman
Nancy Rita Kaz
Sarah & Kip Kelley II
Marian Kinney
Ms. Sheila Kirschner &
Mr. John Kirscher
Thomas A. Knetko &
Rafael Leon
Dr. & Mrs. Sung-Tao Ko
Brian Kosek
Eldon & Patricia Kreider
Dr. & Mrs. Ken N. Kuo
Lake Geneva Chapter
Ms. Natsaksa S. Lampe
Dustin & Diana Lefebvre
Anne & Craig Linn
Francine Manilow
Laura & Craig Martin
Andrew Mason
Mr. Donald Maves
Gerard & Kathleen Maynard
Jonathan F. Orser
Jean Perkins &
Leland Hutchinson
Laurie & Michael Petersen
Mr. Jeffry Pickus &
Ms. Mary C. Downie
Jim & Polly Pierce
Mrs. Jay Pritzker
Jennifer N. Pritzker
Alyssa & Burke Raine
Dennis C. Regan
Charles & Marilyn Rivkin
Carol Roberts
Norman Sackar
Judith Sandstrom & Peter Kohn
Ms. Inez Saunders
Judy & David Schiffman
Dr. Phyllis W. Shafran &
Mr. Ethan Lathan
Dr. & Mrs. R. John Solaro
Joan M. Solbeck
Ardath & Connie Solsrud
James A. Staples
Mr. Edwin Stebbins &
Mr. Richard Stebbins
Doris F. Sternberg
Roger & Susan Stone Family
Foundation/Jennifer Stone
MinSook Suh
L. Kristofer Thomasen
Mrs. Theodore D. Tieken
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Toft
Robert & Alice Topping
Phil° & Paula Turner
Ksenia A. & Peter Turula
Mrs. Henry Underwood
Aris Urbanes & William Hulsker
Frances & Peter° Vandervoort
Raita Vilnins
Matthew Wald
Benjamin Wasmuth
Pan & David Waud
Dr. Catherine L. Webb
Floyd° & Judith W. Whellan
Howard S. White
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Williams
Mark & Randi Woodworth
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Woolever
Owen & Linda Youngman

**PARTNER**

$4,000 to $4,999

Anonymous Donors (2)
Ms. Joanne B. Alter
Ms. Jane Ambler
Ms. Bernice Bigelow
John Blosser
Marit Bobbot
Dr. Peter & Beverly Ann Conroy
Phillip & La Engel
Stephen & Rosamund Forrest
Annemarie H. Gramm
Mr.° & Mrs. Heinz Grob

**DEVOTEES**

$3,000 to $3,999

Anonymous Donors (3)
John & Ann Amboian
Drs. Vijayalakshmi &
Bapu Arekapudi
Ms. Maribeth Babler
Margaret Baker
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Baldwin
Sandra M. Bass
Robert & Janice Bastian
Daniel J. Bender
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew K. Block
Michael Brazier
Cathleen Cameron
Stephen H. Carr &
Virginia McMillian Carr
Mr. Henry Clark & Mrs.
Elizabeth Simon
Penny Clevenger & Ron Jacobs
Elaine Collina
Mr. & Mrs. Charles G. Denison
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Diamond
Chereylyn A. Elliott
Deane Ellis
Thomas & Jean Evans
Gregory Ferro
Marvin Fletcher
Ms. Irene M. Fox
Arthur L. Frank
Gary & Denise Gardner
John & Sarah Garvey
Patricia H. Gates
Brent & Katie Gledhill
Jerry Goodman
Andrew Gow
Mr. & Mrs. M. Hill Hammock
Dr. & Mrs. David Jerome Hayden
Dr. Allen W. Heinemann &
Dr. William Borden
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur L. Herbst
Stephen D. Holmes
John G. & Betty C. Jacobs
Tod Kovara
Erica Kuhlmann
Thomas Kyvig
Marc & Franziska Lacher
Pamela Forbes Lieberman
Melvin R. Loeb
Carlotta & Ronald Lucchesi
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey W. Luce
Dorette P Luke

**PATRON**

$5,000 to $9,999

Anonymous Donors (12)
Mr. & Mrs. William Adams IV
Mr. & Mrs. Gary R. Allie
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Arnesman
Norma Armon
Peter & Lucy Ascoli
Family Fund
Margaret Atherton & Robert
Schwarz
Robert S. Bartolone
Jennifer Baryl
Mark & Judy Bednar
Patrick J. Bitterman
Michael Boykins &
Charise Studesville
Mr. & Mrs. James Bramsen
Linda & Peter Bynoe
Ray Capitanini
Chapters’ Executive Board
Dr. Young Chung Family
Thomas A. Clancy &
Dana I. Green
Heinke K. Clark
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Cohen
Jane B. Colman
Francesca Cornelli &
Stuart Bradley

Dr. John M. Clum
Jamey Lundblad
Howard M. McCue III
Mr. Donald Maves
Gerard & Kathleen Maynard
Jonathan F. Orser
Jean Perkins &
Leland Hutchinson
Laurie & Michael Petersen
Mr. Jeffry Pickus &
Ms. Mary C. Downie
Jim & Polly Pierce
Mrs. Jay Pritzker
Jennifer N. Pritzker
Alyssa & Burke Raine
Dennis C. Regan
Charles & Marilyn Rivkin
Carol Roberts
Norman Sackar
Judith Sandstrom & Peter Kohn
Ms. Inez Saunders
Judy & David Schiffman
Dr. Phyllis W. Shafran &
Mr. Ethan Lathan
Dr. & Mrs. R. John Solaro
Joan M. Solbeck
Ardath & Connie Solsrud
James A. Staples
Mr. Edwin Stebbins &
Mr. Richard Stebbins
Doris F. Sternberg
Roger & Susan Stone Family
Foundation/Jennifer Stone
MinSook Suh
L. Kristofer Thomasen
Mrs. Theodore D. Tieken
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Toft
Robert & Alice Topping
Phil° & Paula Turner
Ksenia A. & Peter Turula
Mrs. Henry Underwood
Aris Urbanes & William Hulsker
Frances & Peter° Vandervoort
Raita Vilnins
Matthew Wald
Benjamin Wasmuth
Pan & David Waud
Dr. Catherine L. Webb
Floyd° & Judith W. Whellan
Howard S. White
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Williams
Mark & Randi Woodworth
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Woolever
Owen & Linda Youngman

**DEVOTEES**

$3,000 to $3,999

Anonymous Donors (3)
John & Ann Amboian
Drs. Vijayalakshmi &
Bapu Arekapudi
Ms. Maribeth Babler
Margaret Baker
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Baldwin
Sandra M. Bass
Robert & Janice Bastian
Daniel J. Bender
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew K. Block
Michael Brazier
Cathleen Cameron
Stephen H. Carr &
Virginia McMillian Carr
Mr. Henry Clark & Mrs.
Elizabeth Simon
Penny Clevenger & Ron Jacobs
Elaine Collina
Mr. & Mrs. Charles G. Denison
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Diamond
Chereylyn A. Elliott
Deane Ellis
Thomas & Jean Evans
Gregory Ferro
Marvin Fletcher
Ms. Irene M. Fox
Arthur L. Frank
Gary & Denise Gardner
John & Sarah Garvey
Patricia H. Gates
Brent & Katie Gledhill
Jerry Goodman
Andrew Gow
Mr. & Mrs. M. Hill Hammock
Dr. & Mrs. David Jerome Hayden
Dr. Allen W. Heinemann &
Dr. William Borden
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur L. Herbst
Stephen D. Holmes
John G. & Betty C. Jacobs
Tod Kovara
Erica Kuhlmann
Thomas Kyvig
Marc & Franziska Lacher
Pamela Forbes Lieberman
Melvin R. Loeb
Carlotta & Ronald Lucchesi
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey W. Luce
Dorette P Luke
Thank you, Lyric Opera of Chicago, for being a part of the soundtrack of my life for decades.”

**Patrick G.**

Each time I am at Lyric, I’m transported to another time and place. I leave with my heart and soul filled with joy and awe.”

**Henry M.**

Bob & Doretta Marvin
Marilyn McCoy & Charles R. Thomas
Martina M. Mead & Michael T. Goren
Mr. & Mrs. Craig R. Milkint
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Miller
David & Justine Muntzer
Ms. Mary Nair
John H. Nelson
Carol M. Negro
Penny J. Obenshain
Marjory M. Oliker
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce L. Ottley
Mrs. Judy Allen
Evelyn Alter
Angelique Montano Avina
Mr. & Mrs. Peter J. Barack
Mr. & Mrs. Larry A. Barden
Martin & Kay Barrett
Barrington & Northwest Suburban Chapter
Barbara Barzansky
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Bible
Mrs. Arthur Billings
Mrs. John R. Blair
Ann Blickensderfer
Mr. & Mrs. Albert H. Bloom
Ms. Elisabeth O. Geraghty
Nancy S. Gerrie
Robyn Gilliom & Richard Friedman
Lenore Glanz
Glencoe-Wilmette Chapter
Barbara & Norman Gold
Mr. & Mrs. Stanford Goldblatt
Motoko Goto
Dr. Ruth Grant & Dr. Howard Schwartz
Michael & Rochelle Greenfield
Ms. Diana Guarin
Dévora Grynspan & Sam Stupp
Allen & Vivian Hager
Mary E. Hallman
Mary Hampton
Robert & Raynelle Heidrick
Robert Heitsch
Ms. Elizabeth Hoffman
John Hrnir
Humanist Fund
Charlene Jacobsen
Kirk, Cheryl & Hannah Jaglinski
Maryl R. Johnson, M.D.
Drs. Perry & Elena Kamel
Wesley S. & Lenore M. Kaplan
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Kearney
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. King
Mary Klyasheff
Frederic S. Lane
Lannan Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Alan Leff
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas M. Leopold
Northfield Chapter
Janis Wellin Notz & John K. Notz, Jr.
Eliza Olander
Irmgard & Keith Olson
Joan L. Pantsios
Mr. & Mrs. Marc Pasquale
Michael Payette
Shirley Pfenning & Robert J. Wilczek
Lyneta Grap Piel
John J. W. Piampi
Mrs. Charlene Posner & Mr. Richard Posner
J. Brett & Antonia Pritchard
Dr. & Mrs. Don Randel
Roseanne Zank Rega
John Reppy
Mary Jo Rice
Ms. Enid Rieser
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald A. Rolighed
Dr. Marsha & Dr. Robert Rosner
Susan B. Rubnitz
Mary T. Schafer
Daphne Schneider
Susan H. Schwartz
Sherie Shapiro
Mrs. Charles Shea
Mr. & Mrs. Allen Shoenberger
Cherie Shreck
Larry & Marge Sondler
Carol D. Stein & James Sterling
Scott G. & Beth F. J. Stephenson
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Straus

George R. Paterson & Allen J. Frantzen
Dr. & Mrs. Alan Pohl
Edward & Leah Reicin
Alicia Reyes & Cathryn Datta
Chatka & Anthony Ruggiero
Dr. Cynthia J. Sanders
Mr. & Mrs. Michael T. Sawyer
Kenneth Sharigian
Tracy Singer
Geoffrey Smith & Catherine Stewart
Ron Stevens
Walter & Caroline Sueske
Charitable Trust
Geraldine L. Szymanski
Oscar Tatosian, Jr.
Robert & Marilyn Trankle
Manuel S. Valderrama
Kathryn Voland-Mann & Robert Mann
G. Marc & Tracy S. Whitehead
Mark Wilder
Claudia Winkler
F. C. Winters
Mr. & Mrs. Brien Wloch
Mr. Richard Wren
Miroslaw Zienkiewicz

**ADVOCATE**

$2,000 to $2,999
Anonymous Donors (6)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Aaron
Bill Abromitis & Cheryl Sandner
Ginny Alberts-Johnson & Lance Johnson
Mrs. Fred Bosselman
Richard Boyum & Louisa Chua
Daniel A. & Leona B. Bronstein
Bryan Burgett
Ms. Pamela A. Cabeen
Christopher Carlo & Robert Chaney
Lynne Carpenter
James W. Chamberlain
Ms. Nancy J. Clawson
Jean M. Cocozza
Stevie Conlon & Sue Skau
Michael & Julie Conway
Michael Davis & Art Williams
Ms. Sarah Demet
Mr. & Mrs. John DeWolf
Marilyn & Terry Diamond
Mr. Charles Droge & Ms. Julie A. Wroblewski
Kathy Dunn
Barbara & John Eckel
Hugh & Jackie Edfr
Elizabeth Fanuzzi
Tim Feddersen
Mr. William R. Fenner
Penny & Jay Fine
Suja Finnerty
Firestone Family Foundation
Ms. Karen E. Flanagan
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis Flint
Juliana & Robert Ford
Mr. Lance Fortnow
Dr. Lucy Freund
Jef Furr
Ms. Lili Gaubin
James K. Genden & Alma Koppedraijer
Barry Lesht & Kay Schichtel
Knox & Gabrielle Long
Sherry & Mel Lopata
Craig & Jane Love
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Martin
William Mason & Diana Davis
James McClain
Thomas J. McCormick
Ann Pickard McDermott
Claretta Meier
Helen Melchior
Charles Moore
Zac Morrison
Thomas Mulvihill
Elaine T. Newquist
Gayla & Ed Nieminen

Pam & Russ Strobel
Anne Taft
James Talano
Mr. & Mrs. Harold B. Tobin
Marlene A. Van Skike
Henrietta Vepstas
Dr. Annabelle Volgman
Cate & Rick Wadell
Tom & Alison Walker
Stephen & Karen Walton
Kevin & Anne Warnke
Dr. & Mrs. Dennis K. Wentz
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence W. Wick
Robert Winn
David Zarefsky

*Deceased*
Supporting Lyric is one way I can honor my Father’s memory and express my appreciation for the doors that were opened for me.”

Robert L.

Ulf G. Anvin
Kathleen Arthur & Stephen Wood
Nunzio & Linda Badalamenti
Rita Bakewell
William & Margorie Bardeen
Leslie Barker
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Barrett
Ron Bauer & Michael Spencer
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Baum
Patricia Bayerlein & Michael Hoffman
Priscilla & Anthony Beadell
Elizabeth Beck
Barbara Beiner
David Beno
Dr. Leonard & Phyllis Berlin
Jane Berry
Monika Betts
Kyle & Marge Bevers
Mr. & Mrs. John Bienko
Chris Bingham & Shari Williams
Georgia Blalock
Elaine & Harold Blatt
Elizabeth & David Blinderman
E. M. Bluhm
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel L. Blumen
D. Jeffrey & Joan H. Blumenthal
John & Claudia Boatright
Robert & Anne Bolz
Charitable Trust
Dr. H. Constanze Bonhuret
Mr. & Mrs. Thaddeus M. Bond, Sr.
Patricia Booth
Donald F. Bousman
Michael Bradie
Danolda (Dea) Brennan
Giovanna & Joseph Breu
Dr. Gerald & Mrs. Linda Budzik
Howard & Moira Buhse
Dan Bujas & Mary Reyes
Matt Bunzl & Billy Vaughn
Ms. Bonnie Bush
Robert J. Callahan
Jacquelyne Campagnolo
Walter & Nancy Carlson
Teresa Carson
Timothy Carwinski
Mr. Rowland W. Chang
Mr. Donald Clark
Veronica Clarke
Alfred Clementi
Antoinette Coates
Mr. & Mrs. Elliott E. Dudnik
Dr. Deirdre Dupre & Dr. Robert Golub
Ms. Roma Dybalski
Kathleen & Andy Ebott
Kimberly A. Eberlein
Jon Ekdahl & Marcia Opp
Paula Elliott
Bob Ellis
Mr. & Mrs. James G. Ellis
Peter Emery
Paul Epner & Janet Gans Epner
Robert Evans
Suzanne Faber
Kenneth & Margaret Finder
Carter & Lucia Findley
Bradley & Diane Fine
Scott Finnegan
Mr. & Mrs. Conrad Fischer
Marllyn E. Fites
Mark Fitzgerald
Nona Flores Ph.D.
Paul Fong
Eloise C. Foster
Penny & John Freund
Ms. Phyllis Funkenbusch
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Gaile
Mr. & Mrs. Dale J. Garber
Stephen & Elizabeth Geer
Generations Fund
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Gepson
Dr. Thomas & Mrs. Pat Germino
Gregory Geuther
Gaylord & William Gieseke
Stephen & Ruth Gieser
Mrs. Patricia Gill
Cindy Gilmore
Mr. & Mrs. John Ginasclo
David L. Gitomer
Dr. Paul B. Glickman
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel D. Golden
Amy & Michael Gordon
Mr. Andrew Gore
Dr. Steven A. Gould
Claire Grant
Mr. & Mrs. Delmon Grapes
Ms. Julie Griffin
John R. Grimes
Patricia Grogan
Joseph Gromacki
Joseph Guthridge
Carl Halperin
Mr. Stephen Ham
Mr. Larry Hanes
Dean P. Hansen
Sue Hanson
Marilin Harder
Clay & Claire Hardon
Paula Harshaw
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Hartigan
Ms. Amy Harwood & Mr. Evan Harwood
William & Jennifer Haworth
Adam Heckman
James & Anne Heger
Sheila Ann Hegy
Ross & Andrea Heim
Margreatha Hein
Thomas W. & Helen C. Hill
William Hinchliff
Edward C. Hirschland
Sandra Hoffman
Joseph Hogan
Jackie & James Holland
Jim & Wanda° Hollensteiner
Bernard H. & Edith A. Holst
George R. Honig, M.D.
Olga Weiss
Ms. Janice L. Honigberg & Mr. John A. Hedges
Larry & Ann Hossack
Mr. & Mrs. B. Thomas Howell, Jr.
Mr. Thomas Hudak
Mr. & Ms. Gary Huff
William & Sarah Huffman
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Huizenga
Brooke & Christopher Hurley
Hiromi Ishikawa
Faisal Istrabadi
Adrienne Jackiw
Mr. & Mrs. Paul A. James
Ms. Cynthia J. Jameson
Judy Hughes Janowiak
Norman J. Jodoloh
Kim Jenson & Tom Eisele
Annette Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Johnston
Dr. Sara Junya
Michael Kalata
Josephine Kamper
Thomas Kasdorf
Marshall Kavesh
Mr. Peter Keehn
Larry M. Keer, M.D.
Patricia Kersey & Charles Erlichman
Mr. Basil Kezios & Mrs. Carole L. Heiman-Kezios
Dokyung Kim
Mr. & Mrs. Joe King
Carolyn & Gordon Kirk
Frank & Alice Kleiman
Diane F. Klootnia
Emil J. & Marie D. Kochton
Foundation
Roger & Diane Koenker
Daniel & Gloria Konczal
William Konczyk & Stanley Conlon
Ms. Constanza Kozikowski
John Krackenberger
Stephen Kraft
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Krainer
Richard & Susan Kruit
Richard Kron & Deborah Bekken
Mr. & Mrs. Jordan Krugal
George Kuebler
Dr. Axel Kunzmann & Mr. Bruce J. Nelson
Markian J. Kuzyycz, MD
Peter N. Lages, Jr.
Laimonis & Kristina Laimins
Elisabeth M. Landes
David Larsen
Harold & Nesa Laughlin
Laurie Lawton
This list includes donors whose gifts or pledges were received by September 15, 2023.

We extend our heartfelt gratitude to each and every one who enable us to fulfill our mission.

Due to space limitations, we are unable to list all of the generous donors who support Lyric Opera of Chicago.

We love opera, and we mostly love Lyric, which we want to thrive.”

Rick W.

Jane A. Shapiro
Kate Sheehan
Thomas & Pamela Sheffield
Mark & Ellen Sheppard
Thomas Shields
Ms. Shannon Shin
Carolyn M. Short
Dr. & Mrs. Kenneth Siegel
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Silberman
Margies Singleton
Arthur B. Smith, Jr. & Tracey L. Truesdale
Barbara Smith & Timothy Burroughs
Mr. Reeves E. Smith
Mary Meyer Smits
Sunghee Sohn
S. & Anda Sokalski
The Soundheimer Family
Charitable Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Hugo Sonnenschein
Dr. & Mrs. Eric M. Spratford
Michael Sprinker
Charles & Joan Staples
Tessa Stark
Robert & Sandra Stein
John Steines
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence A. Sterkin
Mr. Albert Stripes
James Stone
Christopher Straus
Charles Sullivan
Dr. & Mrs. Nathan Tarcov
Mr. & Mrs. Terrence Taylor
Scott Teissler
John & Catherine Terdich
Cheryl L. Thaxton
Andrew J. Thomas, M.D.

Robert & Camille Von Dreele
Ms. Lucinda Wakeman
Joseph & Elizabeth Wallner
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Walsh
Douglas & Priscilla Walter
Louella Ward
Audrey Weaver
Mr. & Mrs. James Wees
Irwin Weil
Richard & Karen Weiland
Susan & Arvin Weindruch
Tamra & Jack Weiss
Mr. & Mrs. Melville W. Wendell
Peter J. Wender
Dr. & Mrs. Robert D. Wertz
Patricia H. & William H. Wheeler
Kyle White & Lynne Rumer
James L. Wilson & Pamela D. Toler
Roger Wilson
Betty Winer
Charles B. Wolf
Christopher & Julie Wood
Robert Wright
Nancy Wulfers
Ms. Nanajan N. Yakoub & Mr. James W. Rogge
Susan & Larry Yellen
Mr. Charles Yoder
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Yowell
Dr. Robert G. Zadylak & James C. Kemmerer
William Ziemann
Camille J. Zientek
Jacyal Zimmerman

Michele Lee
Mr. & Mrs. Young I. Lee
Eileen Leitnerman & Ben L. Brener
Laurence Lieve
Michael A. Leppen
Rose Marie Lesniak-Mendez
Dr. & Mrs. Peter Letarte
David Levinson & Kathy Kirn
Randy Lewis
Dr. Judith Lichtenstein
Mr. James Liechty
Vivian Liese
Katherine Lin
Al & Patricia Linnerud
Lawrence Lipking
Lloyd R. Loback
Sharon & Henry Lorsch
Michael LoVallo, Esq.
Charles Lovett
Wayne R. Lueders
Lutz Family Foundation
Jill Mabley
Gary MacDougal
Mrs. Diane L. Macewicz
Jeffrey & Paula Malak
Stephen Mannsmith
Lester & Mary Jane Marriner
David J. Martin
Bernadette & Richard Masur
Anna Mattson
Dr. & Mrs. John E. Mazuski
William & Jeanine Mccole
William & Margaret McCulloch
Penny McGuire & Richard Smith
Marie McKellar
Maryjanet McNamara
Mr. & Mrs. Leland V. Meader
Greg Meadors & Julie Griffin
John Nelson
Ms. Nancy Meyerson
Mr. Joseph Michalak
Michuda Construction, Inc.
Michael Middleton
Helen Harvey Mills
Vee Minarich
Patricia Mitchell
Robert & Lois Moeller
William Mondi
Toni-Marie Montgomery DMA
Steven Montner & Scott Brown
Mark Moore
Lloyd Morgan
Mr. Steven Morris
John S. Mrowiec & Dr. Karen L. Granda
Dr. John S. & Nan D. Munn
Mr. George Murphy
Thomas Myles
Manoocher Nassery
Therry Neilson-Steinhardt
Gilberto S. Neri Jr., M.D.
Lenz & Eva Neuhauser
Diana Newman
Mrs. Anthony A. Nichols
Nancy A. Nichols
Robert Nicholson
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Nocchiero
Edwin Norris, Jr.
William Novshek* & Lynda Thoman
Jim & Gladys Nutt
Gail O’Gorman
Mrs. Virginia A. O’Neill
Ruth Orth
Rosemary Owens
Natalie Pace
Gerald L. Padbury
Sophie & Robert Padula
Katherine Pappas
Edmond Parker
Bohdan Pauk & Donald Carnahan
Matthias Grosse Perdekamp
Caren Perlmutter
Lorna & Illard Pfeifer
William & Meg Phelan
Ms. Constance Philipps
Joseph & Golnar Phillips
Thomas & Susan Pigott
Mr. John C. Pintozzi
Dr. Joe Piszczor
Mrs. Carol Glass Pollock
Gail S. Prins & Alice S. Wisse
Joseph & Kimberly Pyle
Mr. David Quell
Susan Rabe
Mary Raffetto-Robins
Roberta Lyn Anderson Rains
Dorothy V. Ramm
Jeffery Rappin
Dr. & Mrs. Pradeep Rattan
Missy Ravid
Cheryl Rayner
Ross & Mary Read
James T. & Karen C. Reid
Alicia & Myron Resnick
Robert Rhea
Dr. & Mrs. Jared Robins
Elizabeth Rochford
Robert Rogers
Matthew Roob
Burton X. & Sheli Rosenberg
Matthew Roob
Robert Rogers
Elizabeth Rochford
Robert Rogers
Patrick Schaefer
Eric & Margaret Scheyer
Thomas Schiller
James Schindler
Mrs. Rosida M. Schloss
Nancy Schmitt
The Schroeder Foundation
Michelle H. Schultz MD
George & Deborah Schulz
Edward & Irma Schwartz,
Michael Schwartz, Lisa
Schwartz, David Schwartz
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Scully
Todd & Maggie Searle
Valentine & Blagovesta Seng
David Shapiro
Patricia Schaefer
Eric & Margaret Scheyer
Thomas Schiller
James Schindler
Mrs. Rosida M. Schloss
Nancy Schmitt
The Schroeder Foundation
Michelle H. Schultz MD
George & Deborah Schulz
Edward & Irma Schwartz,
Michael Schwartz, Lisa
Schwartz, David Schwartz
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Scully
Todd & Maggie Searle
Valentine & Blagovesta Seng
David Shapiro
Ann A. Shapiro
Kate Sheehan
Thomas & Pamela Sheffield
Mark & Ellen Sheppard
Thomas Shields
Ms. Shannon Shin
Carolyn M. Short
Dr. & Mrs. Kenneth Siegel
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Silberman
Margies Singleton
Arthur B. Smith, Jr. & Tracey L. Truesdale
Barbara Smith & Timothy Burroughs
Mr. Reeves E. Smith
Mary Meyer Smits
Sunghee Sohn
S. & Anda Sokalski
The Soundheimer Family
Charitable Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Hugo Sonnenschein
Dr. & Mrs. Eric M. Spratford
Michael Sprinker
Charles & Joan Staples
Tessa Stark
Robert & Sandra Stein
John Steines
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence A. Sterkin
Mr. Albert Stripes
James Stone
Christopher Straus
Charles Sullivan
Dr. & Mrs. Nathan Tarcov
Mr. & Mrs. Terrence Taylor
Scott Teissler
John & Catherine Terdich
Cheryl L. Thaxton
Andrew J. Thomas, M.D.

Robert & Camille Von Dreele
Ms. Lucinda Wakeman
Joseph & Elizabeth Wallner
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Walsh
Douglas & Priscilla Walter
Louella Ward
Audrey Weaver
Mr. & Mrs. James Wees
Irwin Weil
Richard & Karen Weiland
Susan & Arvin Weindruch
Tamra & Jack Weiss
Mr. & Mrs. Melville W. Wendell
Peter J. Wender
Dr. & Mrs. Robert D. Wertz
Patricia H. & William H. Wheeler
Kyle White & Lynne Rumer
James L. Wilson & Pamela D. Toler
Roger Wilson
Betty Winer
Charles B. Wolf
Christopher & Julie Wood
Robert Wright
Nancy Wulfers
Ms. Nanajan N. Yakoub & Mr. James W. Rogge
Susan & Larry Yellen
Mr. Charles Yoder
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Yowell
Dr. Robert G. Zadylak & James C. Kemmerer
William Ziemann
Camille J. Zientek
Jacyal Zimmerman

Due to space limitations, we are unable to list all of the generous donors who support Lyric Opera of Chicago.
We extend our heartfelt gratitude to each and every one who enable us to fulfill our mission.

This list includes donors whose gifts or pledges were received by September 15, 2023.

*Deceased
Commemorative gifts

Gifts of $1,000 and above contributed in the name of a friend, loved one, or colleague are a unique expression of thoughtfulness.

**IN MEMORY OF**

Barbara & Michael Albanese  From Giustino Albanese & Phat Le
Mehroo Brote & Maureen Glassberg  From Evelyn Alter
John R. Blair  From Mrs. John R. Blair
Mary C. Campagnolo  From Jacquelyn Campagnolo
David Carpenter  From an anonymous donor, Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Anna Claire  From Patricia Mitchell
Professor James D. Compton  From an anonymous donor
Richard Covello  From Robert J. Callahan
John Dinos  From Caren Perlmutter
Lyn Corbett Fitzgerald  From Mark, Kieran, Desmond Fitzgerald
Jim Crown  From Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Jerry Frank  From Marijke Adams
Chris Goodman  From Matthew Roob
Gloria Gottlieb  From Phyllis Neiman
Deborah S. Hare  From Jennifer Baryl, Ross® & Patricia D. Bender, Greg Meadors & Julie Griffin, Mr. & Mrs. Scott Santi
Howard E. Jessen & Susanne C. Jessen  From the Jessen Family
Rowena Kelley  From Clay & Claire Hardon
William Laird Kleine-Ahlbrandt  From Sheila Ann Hegy
Audrey Klotnia  From Diane F. Klotnia
George N. Kohler  From David Curry
Jeanne Malkin  From Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Andrew J. McKenna, Sr.  From Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Hugo Melvoin  From Lois Melvoin
Susan Morrison  From Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel, J. Christopher & Anne N. Reyes
John D. Nichols  From Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Bobby Nicholson  From Mr. James Liechty
Jim O’Connor  From Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel
Kateryna Kulmatycka Pauk  From Bohdan Pauk & Donald Carnahan
Sarah and Peer Pedersen  From Mr. & Mrs. James Bramsen
Ken Pigott  From Marieclaire & Lowell Dixon
Kathryn “Kay” Press  From Monika Brecht
Ronald Rolighed  From Mrs. Ronald A. Rolighed
Lee Schaenen  From the Lauter McDougal Charitable Fund
Ann Van Lente Sedman & Johanna Van Lente Vandrey  From their friends & family
Devin Shafron  From Dr. Phyllis Watkins Shafron
Deborah Sobol  From Mr. Rowland W. Chang
Ellen Foster Stirling  From the Crown Family, Shawn M. Donnelly & Christopher M. Kelly, Mr. & Mrs. Charles K. Huebner, Nancy S. Searle, Lisbeth Stiffel
William C. Vance  From Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel, Lisbeth Stiffel
Joseph & Elizabeth Walczak  From Chery Walczak
Nancy Waid  From Humanist Fund
Sarita Warshawsky
Dr. Alan J. Ward, PhD, ABPP  From Louella Ward
Edward T. Zasadil  From Larry Simpson
Sam Zell  From Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel, Lisbeth Stiffel

**IN HONOR OF**

Julie & Roger Baskes  From Peter J. Wender
Mary Galvin  From Mr. & Mrs. James G. Ellis
Caroline Huebner  From Don® & Abby Funk
Elizabeth Hurley  From Richard W. Shepro & Lindsay E. Roberts
Elizabeth Hurley, Lawrence DelPilar, & Deb Hare  From Barbara & Norman® Gold
Lori Ann Komisar & Morris Silverman  From Barbara & Norman® Gold
Steffi Masur  From Bernadette & Richard Masur
Susan Morrison  From the Robert & Penelope Steiner Family Foundation
Sylvia Morrison  From Melinda Gibson
Linda & Dennis Myers  From Pamela & Stuart Lieberman
Sylvia Neil  From Patrick G. & Shirley Welsh Ryan
Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel  From Nancy S. Searle
Sue Niemi  From Concierge Unlimited International, Elaine & Harold Blatt
David & Sheila Ormesher  From the Eisen Family Foundation, Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel, Lisbeth Stiffel
Patrick & Shirley Ryan  From the Robert & Penelope Steiner Family Foundation
Terry & Philip San Filippo  From Judith B. Thomas
Nancy Santi  From Helen Brach Foundation, Peter & Paula Fasseas
Jon Siner for the Ardis Krainik Society  From Diana & Neil® King
Paul Sprecher  From Cathleen Cameron
Liz Stiffel  From Mr. & Mrs. Charles K. Huebner
Pam Szokol  From Leslie Barker
Women’s Board Members Birthdays  From Mr. & Mrs. Scott Santi

This list includes donors whose gifts or pledges were received by September 15, 2023.

*Deceased
Artistic roster

SOPRANOS
Meroë Khalia Adeeb
Michelle Bradley
Teresa Castilho
Lise Davidsen
Kathryn Henry
Alexandra Loutsion
Audra McDonald
Amber Monroe
Whitney Morrison
Lisette Oropesa
Lindsey Reynolds
Alexandra Shiner
Nina Stemme
Elisa Sunshine
Kara Shay Thomson
Tamara Wilson

MEZZO-SOPRANOS
Lucy Baker
Jamie Barton
Katherine Beck
Vasilisa Berzhanskaya
Catherine Cook
Marianne Cornetti
Katherine DeYoung
Kathleen Felty
Daryl Freedman
Margaret Laing
Sophia Maekawa
Ronnita Miller
Krysta Swann
Melody Wilson

CONTRALTO
Meredith Arwady

BARITONES
Justin Austin
Kidon Choi
Alessandro Corbelli
Leroy Davis
Thomas Hall
Joshua Hopkins
Michael Kelly
Laureano Quant
Ian Rucker
Hugh Russell
Reginald Smith, Jr.

BASS-BARITONES
Alan Higgs
Christopher Humbert, Jr.
Tomasz Konieczny
Nicholas Newton
Eric Owens
Ashraf Sewailam
Wayne Tigges

SOLO DANCERS
Uria Bennett
Chase Buntrock
Sam Crouch
Carl Ponce Cubero
Ervin Dix III
Adeline “A” Else
Jude Evans
Marian Faustino
Katya Fedirgon
Benjamin Freedman
Tanner Gloystein
Lester Gonzalez
Vernon Gooden
Marcus Hardy
Andrew Harper
Johnathan Hart
Kara Hunsinger
Maddy Joss
Christopher Kelley
Drew Lewis
Isaac Alan Lindy
Morgan Reed McDaniel
Olivier Medus
Mickey Nixon
Anne O’Donnell
Ashley Rivette
Nick Schrier
Brian Selcik
Mathew Skorupski
Malachi Squires
Brandon Talbott
Martin Ortiz Tapia
Whitney Wandland

DIRECTORS
Christopher Alden
Gregory A. Fortner
Claus Guth
Laurent Pelly
Jean-Pierre Ponnelle
Christian Räth
James Robinson
Axel Weidauer
Francesca Zambello

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Katrina Bachus

CHORUS DIRECTOR
Michael Black

CHOREOGRAPHERS
Camille A. Brown
Karine Girard
Jessica Lang
Teresa Rotemberg
Laura Scozzi

ASSOCIATE CHOREOGRAPHERS
Christopher Jackson
Claudia McDonald

BALLET MISTRESSES
Noelle Kayser
August Tye

FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHERS
Chuck Coyl
Samantha Kaufman
Joshua Moaney
Lyric Opera of Chicago

LYRIC OPERA OF CHICAGO
Anthony Freud, OBE, General Director, President & CEO, The Women’s Board Endowed Chair
Enrique Mazzola, Music Director, The John D. and Alexandra C. Nichols Endowed Chair
Elizabeth Hurley, Deputy General Director and Chief Advancement Officer
Vincente F. Millanitii, Chief Financial and Operating Officer

Matthew Ozawa, Chief Artistic Administration Officer

Afton Battle, Vice President, Lyric Unlimited

Jennifer E. Boyd, Vice President, People & Culture

Anna Mattson, Vice President, Development
Andreas Melinat, Vice President, Artistic Planning
Dan Novak, Vice President and Director, Ryan Opera Center, The Ryan Opera Center Board Endowed Chair
Will Raj, Vice President, Information Technology

Maurice Richardson, Vice President, Finance
Kate Sheehan, Vice President, Principal Gifts

Michael Smallwood, Vice President, Production and Technical Director, The Allan and Elaine Muchin Endowed Chair

OFFICE OF THE GENERAL DIRECTOR
Anthony Freud, OBE, General Director, President & CEO, The Women’s Board Endowed Chair
Gregg Valentine, Executive Assistant, Office of the General Director and Music Director Administration

ARTISTIC
Matthew Ozawa, Chief Artistic Administration Officer
Michael Black, Chorus Director and Head of Music

Artistic Operations
Afton Battle, Vice President, Lyric Unlimited & Artistic Operations

Katharine Gunnink, Director of Company Management
Tabitha Boorsma, Artistic Operations Manager
Markie Gray, Artistic Finance Manager
Kevin Krasinski, Associate Director of Company Management
Jeffrey Jauch, Company Management Associate

Libby Hatton, Coordinator, Donor Engagement
Keith Lannon, Coordinator, Donor Services
Mason Stahl, Coordinator, Donor Services

Kate Sheehan, Vice President for Principal Gifts

Advancement
Elizabeth Hurley, Deputy General Director and Chief Advancement Officer
Joshua Carroll, Director of Environmental Health and Safety

Development
Anna Mattson, Vice President, Development
Scott Podraza, Senior Director, Development
Nate Groomwald, Philanthropy Officer
Claire Ryan, CFRE, Director, Development Operations
Patrick Rybarczyk, Philanthropy Officer
Paul D. Sprecher, Philanthropy Officer
Kassandra Hernandez, Manager, Development Operations

Meggie Keiser, Associate Director, Donor Engagement

Tara Lenardi, Grants Manager
Leta Mumgaard, Manager, Board of Directors

Libby Hatton, Coordinator, Donor Engagement
Keith Lannon, Coordinator, Donor Services
Mason Stahl, Coordinator, Donor Services

Kate Sheehan, Vice President for Principal Gifts

Lawrence DelPilar, Senior Director of Development, Principal Gifts
Kendria Perry-Madden, Senior Director of Development, Principal Gifts
Linda Macias, Associate Director, Principal Gifts

Mike Biver, Senior Director of Gift Planning

Jonathan P. Siner, Senior Director of the Ardis Krainik Society

Jennifer Mindrum, Associate Director of Gift Planning

Jonah Levi-Paekys, Associate, Volunteer Boards and Engagement (Guild Board, Chapters, and Lyric Young Professionals)
Sara Tye, Special Events Associate
Allison VerSteegh, Special Events Associate
Will Ellis, Coordinator, Volunteer Boards (Women’s Board and Ryan Opera Center Board)
Angela Valentin, Coordinator, Boards and Events

Marketing and Communications
Brad Dunn, Interim Head of Marketing and Communications

Michael Musick, Director of Digital Marketing
Samantha Berger, Website Content Manager
Erik Dohner, Associate Director of Analytics
Amanda Reitenbach, Manager of Social Media and Content
Kitty Schwartz, Digital Marketing Manager, Fundraising
Andrew Gioffi, Digital Content Producer
Shannan Moore, Digital Marketing Associate

Tracy Galligher Young, Senior Director, Marketing and Audience Development

Brittany Gonzalez Carruy, Director of Group Sales and Partnerships
David Nutt, Director of Sales and Advertising
Tasha James, Marketing Manager, Discover Lyric Programs
Jessica Pedroza, Marketing Project Manager

Jade Frieden, Graphic Design Specialist
Hannah Cremin, Group Sales Associate
Victoria Pizzuto, Marketing Associate, Advertising & Promotions

Holly H. Gilson, Senior Director, Communications

Michael Solomon,

Director of Media Relations
David Zivan, Lead Writer & Editor
Alana Guggenheim, Public Relations Manager
Jame Ragsdale, Marketing and Public Relations Coordinator

Ticketing Department/Audience Services
Susan Harrison Niemi, Senior Director of Audience Services
Laura Chalmers, Associate Director, Tessitura & Ticketing
Rosemary Walsh, Sales Manager, Customer Service & Call Center

Achilles Bezans, VIP Ticketing Associate
Emily Brink, VIP Ticketing Coordinator

Zachary Adams, Marnie Baylouy
Riley Brown, Kathy Butera, Regina Cragioli
Nate Clarke, Madeline Curtin
Sophia Formella, Stephanie O’Ghain
Wesley Jones, Maria Kluber
Miranda Munoz, Laura Osterlund
Gabriel Reitemeier, Joseph Ryan
Gavyn Stich, Avery Sujkowski
Danielle Vallandigham

Celia Williams, Ticket Staff

ADMINISTRATION
Vincente F. Millanitii, Chief Financial and Operating Officer

Finance
Maurice Richardson, Vice President, Finance

Whitney Beerk, Controller
Jill Dreyfous, Assistant Controller

Jesus Castro, Accounts Payable Lead
Faye Eisenberg, Staff Accountant

Erin Johnson, Manager of Financial Planning and Analysis

Zachary Kurzenberger, Senior Financial Analyst

Idalia Andrade, Accounts Payable Associate
Angela Coleman, Accounts Payable Associate

Roberta Lane, Financial and Administrative Consultant

People & Culture
Jennifer E. Boyd, Vice President, People & Culture

Stephanie Strong, Senior Director, People & Culture Operations

Dawn Ceritto, Payroll Director
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Charity Franco, People & Culture Operations Associate
Shanell Reynolds, Payroll Associate
Camila Fernandez, Talent Management Coordinator
Sean Hepp, Payroll Coordinator
Kristy Le, Employee Engagement Coordinator

Information Technology
Will Raj, Vice President, Information Technology
Eric Hayes, Director of IT Operations
Rita Parida, Director of Data Services
Bill Anderson, Senior Systems Administrator
Carmen De La Rosa, Technology Support Specialist
Bob Helmut, Systems Administrator
Jessica Keener, Systems Analyst

Facilities
John Yelen, Senior Director of Facilities
Meigan St. John, Director of Facility Operations
David Jaworski
Ramon Alex Perez
Porters

Lena Sneed, House Manager
Jason Thomas, Senior Bar Manager
Max Baire III
Alyssa Bisanz
Sylvia Hernandez
David Jaworski
Anne Kuntz
Ashley Manley
Rachel Martinez
Judy Parker
Katey Parry
Ramon Alex Perez
Juliet Smith
Anthony Sullivan
Ben Tengowski
Felipe Valadez
Lindsey Wolfeld
Bartenders/Barbacks and Baristas

Nina Charlottten
Moira Swinford
Coat Check Attendants
Stefan Peters, Maître d’

Patrick Dowling, Patron Services Manager
Linda Cuellar, Patron Services Coordinator

Lena Barnard
Griffin Boyle
Stephanie Bulandr
Linda Cuellar
Tim Dood
David Jaworski
Ramon Alex Perez
Eileen Pones
Kevin Topp
Stage Door Staff
Paulette Alonzi
Nathan Asklund
David Barcena
Dominic Bialecki
Chenese Brown
Ronald Castelli
Darro Cook
Chaurita Davis
Marlene Delemore
Nathalie Espinosa
Matthew Furjanic
Griselda Garcia
Sharon Gaston
Ramona Hawkins
Anna Czechut Hoffman
Gina Jacobs
Nila Cabreros Lau
Marilyn Love
Jacob Malkinson
Thomas Miller-Boeing
Linnie Mitchell
Isaac Monroe
Bill Murray
Kaitlyn Nelson
Steven Pace
Iris Porotta
Eduard Pustl
Andres Ramos
Francis Reckitt
John Rosenthal
Leslie Rowan
Edwina Schorn
Isabella Strazzubosco
Ursula Surgeon
Mary Thomas
Adam Wang
Katwanya West
Calvin Willis
Ishers
Gregg Brody,
Box Office Manager
Richard Diver
Joseph Dunn
David Fitzgerald
Leigh Foita
Destiny Mack
Jessica Reinhart
Allan Waite
Laura Waters
Box Office Assistant
Joseph Minogue,
Chief Engineer
Michael LaPorte,
Lead Engineer

Philip Casica
Anthony Fasano
Fred Libert
Brian McMahon
Bernard McNeela
Kevin O’Keefe
Thomas Setina
Engineers

Soren Ershak,
Board Operator
John Clarke, Jr.
Thomas Hull
Dan Kuh
Robert MacDonald
Assistant Electricians
Martin Childress
Jason Combs
Thomas Fernandez
Brian Hobbs
Daniel Hull
Jose Villalpando
Daniel Vuillaume
Electricians
Nick Charian,
Head Audio Technician
Matt Ebe
Ariel Simpson
Matt Swiatkowski
Audio Technicians
Charles Reilly,
Property Master
Michael McPartlin,
Properties Crew Head
Phil Marotte,
Prop Carpenter
Bob Ladd, Armorner
Rachel Boultinghouse,
Upholsterer
Mike Buerger
Gordon Granger
Robert Hargett
Assistant Properties
Nicholas Gutierrez
John Kopecky
Frank McPartlin
Kevin McPartlin
Michael O’Donnell, Jr.
Vince Scola
Taylor Torringa
Properties

Brian Traynor,
Costume Director, The Richard P. and Susan Kibbath Endowed Chair

Lucy Lindquist,
Wardrobe Mistress
Katelynn Barker
Laura Barrios
Alice Broughton
Elloise Davis
Mary Keeve
Cecylia Kinder
Kristyna Lowe
Bryan McDonald
Kathy Rubel
Joanna Rzepek
Sarah Santiago
Marguerite Scott
Ewa Szylik
Michelle Tan
Isaac B. Turner
Maggie Zabierowski
Wardrobe Staff

Samantha Holmes,
Wardrobe Crew Head
Brigid Brown
Anthony Bryan
Lauren Croft
Dawn-Marie Hamilton
Molly Herman
David Hough
Charlie Junke
Paul Ludick
Wendy McCoy
Moira O’Neil
Sarah Santiago
Dulce Santillan
Christopher Valente
Roger Weir
Dressers
Sarah Hatten, Wigmaster
and Makeup Designer,
The Marlys A. Beider Endowed Chair
Allison Burkholler,
Department Coordinator
James Ogle, Wig and Makeup Crew Foreman

Necole Bluhm
Katrina Brown
Davis Campbell
Martha Contreras
Brittany Crinson
Krista D’Agostino
Eric Daniels
June Gearon
Ansley Hughes
Chantelle Johnson
Lynn Koroufilus
John Metzner
Claire Moore
Olivia Rosch
Alice Salazar
Emily Santiago
Rachel Stiles
Pat Tomlinson
Franziska Valas
Emily Young
Wig and Makeup Department

Production
Rachel A. Tobias, Production Stage Manager
Katrina Bachus
Jordan Lee Braun
Alison Pogorelic
Assistant Stage Directors
Alaina Bartkowiak
Sandra Moore
Stage Managers
Katrina Bachus
Adrienne Bader
Alaina Bartkowiak
Alycia Martin
Sandra Moore
Daniel Sokalski
Peggy Stenger
Amy C. Thompson
Bill Walters
Assistant Stage Managers
To keep opera a must-see, must-hear experience, the art form needs outstanding artists who can convey through singing and acting the emotional range and engaging storytelling that are opera’s hallmarks. Lyric, through The Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan Opera Center, identifies exceptionally talented emerging artists from around the world and provides them with comprehensive training and performance opportunities. On the world’s stages, the Center’s impressive roster of alumni continually proves the value of training at Lyric.
Ryan Opera Center

The 2023/24 Ryan Opera Center Ensemble

**Sopranos**
Kathryn Henry
Lindsey Reynolds

**Mezzo-sopranos**
Lucy Baker
Sophia Maekawa

**Tenors**
Ryan Capozzo
Alejandro Luévano
Travon D. Walker

**Baritones**
Laureano Quant
Ian Rucker

**Bass-baritone**
Christopher Humbert, Jr.

**Basses**
Ron Dukes
Wm. Clay Thompson

**Conductor/Pianist**
Donald Lee III

**Pianist**
Michael Banwarth

**Stage Director**
Luther H. Lewis III

**Stage Manager**
Tess Naval
MARK S. DOSS (1984-1986)

**Appearances this season:** Giorgio Germont/ *La traviata*, Welsh National Opera; Zurga/ *Les pêcheurs de perles*, Vlaamse Opera.

“My first mainstage role while in the Ryan Opera Center was the Herald in Handel’s *Rinaldo*, alongside Marilyn Horne and Sam Ramey, who sang Argante and was the inspiration for my own portrayal of the role at Teatro alla Scala (see photo), just after my debut there as Escamillo in *Carmen* (whose aria I first sang for Sherrill Milnes in an Opera Center master class). Also during my tenure, I agreed to take on an extra understudy assignment, and this led to my first contract with the Metropolitan Opera. Thanks to the marvelous opportunities presented to me by Lyric’s exceptional training program, I have been able to achieve great career successes—and for that, I am very thankful.”

**THIS SEASON**

**Mark S. Doss (1984–1986)**


*Don Giovanni*

Boston Baroque

Craig Irvin (2008–2011)

*The Shining*

The Atlanta Opera

Lauren Decker (2016–2020)

*Der fliegende Holländer*

Deutsche Oper Berlin

**PROGRAM STAFF**

**Administration**

Dan Novak  
*Director, The Ryan Opera Center Board Endowed Chair*

Craig Terry  
*Music Director, The Janinotto Family Endowed Chair*

Julia Faulkner  
*Director of Vocal Studies*

Renée Fleming  
*Advisor at Large*

Susanna McNatt  
*Manager*

Annika Donnen  
*Associate Librarian*

**Faculty**

Julia Faulkner  
*Vocal Instruction, Robert and Ellen Marks Ryan Opera Center Vocal Studies Program Endowment*

Deborah Birnbaum  
Sir Andrew Davis  
Renée Fleming  
Enrique Mazzola  
Gerald Martin Moore  
Anne Sofie von Otter  
Guest Master Artists

William C. Billingham  
Alan Darling  
Brent Funderburk  
Laurann Gilley  
Noah Lindquist  
Celeste Rue  
Eric Weimer  
Coaching Staff

Isabelle Druc  
Julia Savoie Klein  
Derek Matson  
Klára Moldová  
Alessandra Viacconti  
Foreign Language Instruction

Nicola Bowie  
Leila Gorstein  
Sayjal Joshi  
Katie Klein  
Peter McClintock  
Nick Sandys  
Acting and Movement Instruction

Orit Carpenter  
Beth Clayton  
Performance Psychology

Katrina Bachus  
Rachel A. Tobias  
Production Mentors

**Artistic/Production Personnel**

Louis Lohraseb  
Conductor

Katherine M. Carter  
Director

Rachel Garoon  
Stage Manager
Spark inspiration.
Fuel creativity.
Ignite the stage.

Support Lyric Opera of Chicago
lyricopera.org/donatenow
312.827.3500
Beyond the stage, and beyond the boundaries that often define opera companies, Lyric is igniting creativity across Chicago. Through innovative learning opportunities, creative exploration, and artistic creation and collaboration, Lyric, with your support, encourages students, educators, families, audiences, and Chicagoans from neighborhoods across the city to share their voices and embrace the power and relevance of opera as a catalyst for growth and change.
Beyond the stage
Growing and Growing

Entering its seventh year, the Empower Youth! program continues to thrive—and a dance mentor helps lead the way

By David Zivan

When it comes to Empower Youth!, a program of Lyric Unlimited, the company’s learning and creative engagement division, Tanji Harper has seen it all—quite literally. The Chicago-based choreographer, dancer, and educator has been a dance mentor with the program since it launched six years ago. From the first large-scale, student-driven productions, through the complex pivots necessitated by the pandemic, to today, Harper has been an energizing force for the initiative and its participants. Perhaps most remarkably, as the seventh year began this fall, Harper’s enthusiasm was undiminished. “I’ve been here since the beginning, and it is my favorite job,” she says. “It’s really life changing for the young people who are involved.”

The core mission of Empower Youth! is “to ignite creativity through the arts.” In partnership with the Chicago Urban League, the program encourages and guides Black Chicago teens in the creation of an original production drawn from the stories of their lives and how they deal with issues pertinent to them. Participants work with professional artistic staff and facilitators to learn how principles of performance, the written word, theater, music, and dance can translate to their everyday lives—and also they see up-close how the arts offer numerous, sometimes unexpected career paths. The Urban League helps find the cohort through its partnerships with various schools around the city. More than a century old, the organization

Dance mentor Tanji Harper (at right) with students during January 2020 rehearsals.
extends its impact with the students outside the program as well, offering resources for post-secondary options and opportunities; alums of the Empower Youth! program are already an accomplished set.

Since returning to fully in-person programming following the worst of the pandemic, there has been a notable increase in both the number of participants and their commitment to the program. After 22 teens finished the program last year, applications for this year exceeded 30 well before the deadline. “I think that has a lot to do with [teens] being cooped up and not having many options to do live practice and to be around other like-minded individuals that they don’t necessarily see every single day,” Harper notes. “Another aspect of why this is so cool, and why it works, is because they get to meet different people from different schools. And they get to work with working professionals—a chance to bounce their ideas off of people who make art for a living.”

Harper’s deep ties to the community make her a truly effective artist partner for Lyric Opera of Chicago. A South Side native, Harper trained locally with the Joseph Holmes Chicago Dance Theatre, Joel Hall, and elsewhere, and graduated from The Chicago Academy of the Arts. She danced professionally on both coasts and toured with major national acts before returning to Chicago and starting a teaching career.

She currently teaches a class on hip-hop in all its facets at Harold Washington College, and for the past two decades has been the artistic director of The Happiness Club, a free performing arts education program for Chicago youths aged 8 to 18. The group has performed all over the city, including at Lollapalooza and at halftime during a Bulls game. “Happiness Club is sort of like the Mickey Mouse club,” Harper jokes. “They had stage performances and sang pop songs. They did covers. We don’t do covers, really. We create our own music and write our own songs and then we go around and perform them.”

Harper first connected with Lyric for its Chicago Voices project, where her troupe was selected to perform at the Harris Theater (“One of the craziest, most amazing things I’ve ever done,” she says), and then she was invited to be part of piloting EmpowerYouth!. Several cast members of Lyric’s world premiere last season of The Factotum had studied with Harper. Perhaps most notably, one former member of The Happiness Club, Zoie Reams, was one of the principal artists in Lyric’s other world premiere last season, Proximity.

Harper gave two well-received and highly personal pre-show talks for that opera. “That was a lovely, nerve-wracking thing,” she says. “It was a huge opportunity that they gave me, and I really appreciated it because it tested my limits. See, Lyric is one of those organizations that I just don’t say no to because every single time they ask me to do something, it always turns out great.”

Empower Youth! seems to be one of those things—something created from the ground up that is poised for more growth. “Another reason this program continues to elevate and be successful is because we’re always looking at what we could have done better, or where we could have been more efficient,” Harper says. “Everybody involved on the Lyric staff just keeps working harder to make the program that much better for the young people. We all just keep showing up for each other, and it makes the job so easy. It does not feel like work.”

Indeed, improvements planned for this new session look unusually promising. While the total engagement time for the students has not changed significantly, the cadence has evolved to a series of Saturday sessions leading up to the finale that will provide more frequent interaction with the artist mentors.

This year, Empower Youth! has partnered with Kennedy-King College, which is expected to yield numerous benefits. Working in university environments goes a long way to getting students more comfortable and familiar with those settings. As much as the program is highly focused on process and collaboration, it always culminates in a performance, and this session’s schedule provides significantly more time in the university’s theater.

“It’s so much fun to expose young people to the possibilities of doing art in this way. To have the support of adults who know what they’re doing is all young people need,” Harper says. “They need a door, they need the resource, they need the mentor, they need the adult to care. That’s it. And once they have that, they’re unstoppable.”
What is your role here at Lyric?
I work on anything that’s in the Artistic department, but not Artistic itself. For instance, all the stuff that happens after somebody has been cast: What has to happen in order for them to get here? A majority of my job is dealing with contracts—creating them, moving them, making sure that Company Management has the information they need in order to track overtime and fittings and to arrange for flights. If an artist has never worked in the U.S. before, I take them to the Social Security office.

What was your path to working here?
Technically I started in February 2008, working in the ticketing department while I was at Columbia College. After I graduated, I had several other jobs, but I still kept coming back, doing evening and weekend performances. I did internships with the Development department, and one with the Ryan Opera Center, and then I was a tour manager for Opera in the Neighborhoods for a couple of seasons. And then this position became available, and I was glad I hadn’t moved forward in those other departments. This is the best fit for me. Organizing things is not so fun for a lot of people, but I’m a person who would regularly take out all her CDs and decide I want to organize them a different way and do that.

What was your first opera?
My first week here, my supervisor found out that I’d never actually seen an opera, and she said, No—that’s not acceptable. There was a Carmen performance that afternoon, and she said, Go watch. So Carmen in the Lyric Opera House was my very first opera experience. It kind of set a high bar.

Do you have a favorite now?
I know it’s a weird one, but I saw Lulu three times when it was here. I know it’s extremely long and the music is not everyone’s cup of tea, but I think because I studied music and music theory, I have an appreciation for how it’s structured. I really enjoy listening to it and following where it’s going. So that is definitely my favorite drama. But Die Fledermus has a soft place in my heart because I think it’s so funny. It just makes me laugh so much.

What else do you do for fun?
The other thing I spend a lot of time doing is I’m also a professional DJ. I don’t DJ full time anymore, but I used to do 70 gigs a year, and that was my main source of income. I’ve slowed down a lot, but I still like to do events because it’s a fun way to balance being here doing operational spreadsheets and database monitoring.

Any favorite Lyric moment?
When I was working on the tours with Opera in the Neighborhoods, we would sometimes have 15 kids for one show, and 1,500 for the next. Getting them in and out was a little bit crazy, but I always liked seeing these little third graders in their opera attire, all dressed up and so excited, and they would give me high fives. It was amazing to see a younger generation getting introduced to and getting excited about opera. Also: seeing Twilight Gods happen. It was something that nobody had ever done before. I feel that at Lyric, a tier one opera house, you get more experimentation than you would expect.